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COVER STORY
Featured in our first two-color cover is the start of the 1963 Nassau Cup race, and though
the first two or three cars have already passed under the Essa bridge, we see from left to right:
Gordon Butler, Stingray (149), Penske (36), Jim Hall, Chaparral (66), John Cannon, Stingray
Gr·and Sport (65), Augie Pabst, ex-Penske Cooper Zerex (55), and Ken Miles, AC-Cobra (197)
leading on assortment of machinery including Hap Sharp in the otl-,-er Chaparral, Frank Gardner
who finished 7th overall in the other AC-Cobra and Ray Heppenstall (71), whose Cooper-Ford
finished 9th overall after handing the car over to Bob Holbert. As can be seen the Le Mans
start stragglers are still pulling out of the pit area, and indeed there were one or two cars
which got off to a late start due to sta rting problems. The Oakes Field spectator area is on the
right, and the pit area with its m-ost excellent promenade deck is directly opposite. The hangars
in the background housed all the racing machinery during cocktail time.
- Bakerpic

TOP GEAR, Motor Sport News of Delaware Valley, is published bi-monthly by Constan, Inc., Box
482, Doylestown, Pa. All rights reserved. Phone (215) OS 5-6158. Controlled circulation postage
paid at Doylestown, Pa. Advertising rate card on request from ,he publishe"i!.
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... this is going to be quite a year in motorsport circles, both on the
regional and the national scenes. From the year end news about Vineland becoming bogged down local enthusiasts find themselves in the
position of having no less than three separate groups involved in
racing track plans. The Philadelphia-based Road Races, Inc. , upon
whom we reported in the December issue; now word reaches us th at
the long-delayed Pocono International Raceway in northeastern
Pennsylvania is getting underway once again and with the assurance
of new capital it seems likely that we may see the first sports car
race program premiere early in 1965; and to the south, in Delaware,
plans are going ahead to build a 2-2½ mile road circuit, along with
a paved oval track, comprehensive spectator facilities, etcetera. Yes,
1964 is going to be quite a year.
Our publication schedule calls for ten issues per year, and since the
turn of the year usually provides little or no sports car activity we
are making this first issue of 1964 a combination January / Febru ary
magazine. There will be one other such combination later in the year.
and every other TOP GEAR will appear monthly.

Each year, in late fall , the rumor and conjecture begins about the
following year's SCCA Performance Classes. The discussion and battle
rages furiously until late winter when the list eventually comes down
from Westport. Then begins the crying and outrage. Well, this year the
list came out early, and in this promptness lies a story. A proposal to
put any change in classes or rules up to a vote of the competition
drivers was itself recently subjected to a ballot of the membership.
Although defeated, this proposal apparently made it clear to Westport
that the membership would like a little better, and more prompt, idea
of the rules it will be racing under the coming year.
By now there can be little doubt that the system of classifying cars
by performance is superior to classification by displacement. The question of how to judge the performance potential of a car, and especially
of a new model, lies behind most complaints regarding performance
classes. The best parameter by which to estimate a given car's performance is the power-to-weight-ratio. Getting accurate estimates of
car weights is fairly simple, if time-consuming. Getting data on power
is quite another matter.
There are several goals which are sought when setting up performance
classes, and quite often the attainment of one goal precludes achievement of another. Some of· the problems which must be considered
follow, not necessarily in order of importance:
1. The number of production classes appears to be fixed to arou nd
eight. This is necessary to allow a fairly well-balanced program
of events to be scheduled and to prevent spectator confusion due
to multiplicity of classes.
2. The number of cars expected to compete within any class should
be about equal to those in any other. This is an area which has

been poorly handled in the past, and seemingly again for 1964.
Last year's C Production class is a good example.
3. The cars within a class should be fairl y evenly matched. This
may seem to be a trivial statement, but in the light of some
limitations being described, this point is often subject to considerable compromise. In particular, the problem of classifying
a newcomer (e .g., Turner-Ford for 1964) ami d developed and
proven designs (e.g., Triumph TR4) is one in' which considerable
discretion should be exercised. There are plenty of odd and
interesting cars which are plainly misclassed (and hence competitors are discouraged from attempting to race th em) even in
fully developed form , let alone without performance h istory of
extensively prepared examples. Sick indeed would have to be
the man who chose to race a Renault Alpine ( 1200 lbs.) against
a Morgan 4 = 4 Mk V in E Production!
4. Safety considerations dictate that light and heavy cars should
not race together. From the spectator's viewpoint. this Davidand-Goliath tvpe of competition is most exciting. Effective compromise in this area is difficult but necessary. D ave Clark's
spectacular driving of the Lotus 7 amid the epoxy elephants
seems to press good luck too far, however exciting it may be . In
con,idering the separation of liPht and heavy cars for s1fety
reasons, it is well to remember that quite often classes are combined within one race for the sake of a balanced program of
events. Last year there were few races where A and B Production didn't nm together in the same race. The 1964 classes will
result in all heavy cars running together if A and B are combined. If C and D are run together, the Lotus Ts and Porsche
Carreras need only deal with Jags and Daimlers whilst lapping.
An excellent combination of most of the above problems may be seen
in the example of the Lotus SCCA 7. This car is far from unproven,
having appeared with a variety of powerplants in the past few years.
The latest version has the I I 6E English Ford engine of I 600cc capacity. During the 1963 season several examples of this car ran in FM
without much success. Now this Lotus is not a modified car; it is series
produced in fairly high volume, can be driven on the highway, but
has no doors (needed to comply with SCCA's modified car rules). Tn
I 964 the car will run in C Production along with its 1340cc brothers .
A lot of I 09E Ford-engined Lotus owners are poorer because of this
classification. They must take a beating on the resale value of their
car, or shell out a big chunk of cash for a new engine, as the 109E
and 116E are quite dissimilar. At the track the situation is grossly
unfair to the 109E-engined car. The decision to put these two cars
in the same class is inconsistent with the more reasonable classifying
of the Morgan 4-4, which have variants of the same two engines. The
1340cc Mk IV model is in FP, and the 1600cc Mk V model is in EP.
While all the above is true, to put the 1600cc Lotus in BP would mix
Lotus and Corvette, something we were trying not to do, remember?
So the lot of the handicapper is not an easy one, this we see.
In general though, Performance Classes have solved more problems
than they've created. Going back to displacement classes seems more
ridiculous now than ever when you consider a MG-TF racing against
a Lotus Seven! And it seems a lot easier to criticize the system than
to come up with a better one. Now, if we weighed every car, and used
a dyno, and everyone was honest, and no one cheated, and . . .
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Fram all I've heard the TGBC Escape to Nassau was a blast, and I
really regret that I could not have been with the gang, However I
will be able to make the scene on some of the other trips later this
year. One thing though, if any of you wish to contact me personally
about anything concerning TGBC and its future plans, you may do
so by calling the TOP GEAR office phone number. Please do not call
that Diamond 3 number you all seem to know! And now to some details of our next trips.
Our plans for a one-day flying trip to Indianapolis for the Indy 500
Memorial Day classic will call for an early start from .Philadelphia
International Airport. The time has not been decided yet, 'but it looks
as though 6:30 a.m. will be the magic number. Breakfast will be served
on the trip west and on our arrival at Indianapolis we will be transported by bus to the Brickyard. Our seats will be in the area edjocent to the pits, and should give all of us a good look at the pit
straight, os well as both the northwest and southwest turns including
parts of the north and south straights.
The race itself will start at 10 a.m. sharp, and this is the reason we
have to make such an early start. Once the event is over we will reconvene at our buses and our return to the airport will take place as
·and when the traffic will permit and there will be plenty of it!
Our return trip times ore undecided yet since a lot will depend on how
soon we arrive at the airport following the race. Dinner will be served
on the return to Philadelphia, however, so those of us who forego
lunch need not starve until we get back to Philly. Now then, the
vital statistics. We will need 90 enthusiasts to fill the plane, and the
seat price per person is $69.35. This includes the round trip by air,
bus transportation, and the seat admission price to the Speedway. This
next part is importcint. ONLY TOP GEAR BOOSTC-RS' CLUB MEM-

The new
features
new car,
new MG

MG 1100 Sports Sedan is so revolutionary and so full of new
that mere words fail to do it justice. Before you decide on a
drive this remarkable Sports Car Star from R&S Imports, the
1100 Sports Sedan, You're in for a surprise!

R&s IMPORTS
2 ( ,) • (~ ..\-1- • ;j(J'JH

BERS WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO TRAVEL, AND MUST HAVE A TGBC
MEMBERSHIP CARD FOR 1964 IN THEIR POSSESSION AT THE
TIME OF DEPARTURE.

All confirmations from this office concerning the Indianapolis Interlude trip must be effected by no later than mid-Morch, so all reservations must be made BEFORE March l 0th, 1964. To reserve a seat
mail a deposit of $35.00 to TGBC and we will take care of the rest.
Remember now, BEFORE March 10th! If we cannot confirm a block
of seats by then (and that means pay for them in full) we will not
hove any place to sit - and this year's 500 is surely going to be a
sellout.
For those of you who have often wished to go to Europe but never
seemed to be able to swing it, take heart. The TGBC is going to
make it easy for you. Our ad, further on in this issue of TOP GEAR,
spells out the main points, and by the Morch issue we should have
everything in detail. Basically the European Escapade will be a 24day jaunt to Europe. This means three weeks of vacation time plus
a couple of extra days, which most of you with a three-week vacation
span should be able to wangle! We leave from ei ther New York or
Philadelphia, Thursday evening, June 18th. On arriving in Paris we
will be transported to Le Mans for the 24 Hour Endurance race there
the 20th-21st. After the race we will head for Paris, and at the appro~
priate times we will go to see the Grand Prix of France and the GP
of Europe, to be held this year at Brands Hatch, outside London, Engla nd. Our return is set for July 12th, from London, so everyone should
be returned bright-eyed and bushy-tailed for work Monday morning!
Further information will be passed on in the Morch issue, and any
questions you may have will be answered by our office - (215) OS
5-6158. Be with you again in March.

(215) 348-4700

TRAVEL AGENCY, INC.
52 E. STATE STREET
DOYLESTOWN, PA.

2829 PHILMONT AVE.
BETHAYRES. PA.

(on lout• 63, oppotite Philmont Country Clubl
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BURLINGTON GENERATOR
& STARTER CO.
frendo
Brok.es

Route l 30 & States Ave.

BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY
(609) DU 6-2299

Tecolen'I•·t
filters

All makes/models of Foreign Generators
and Starters Rebuilt
Authorized BOSCH Distributor for South Jersey

Livio
Valves

Goetze
Rings

Tronsistor
Ignitions

Volkswogen
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TO ALL TOP GEAR SUBSCRIBERS!!
SPECIAL -This Month Only!

VOLVO P1800-$3495.00

VOLvo·'p1·soos·••d•;$3695. 00
Delivered, with Overdrive
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Metropolitan
New York Edition
of TOP GEAR
Early this Spring TOP GEAR will
expand to include a second edition of
TOP GEAR magazine - TOP GEAR,
Motor Sport News of Metropolitan
New York. Like the current edition,
the Metropo:itan New York edition will
follow a policy of strictly regional coverage in cluding Long Island, New York
City, suburban New York, and Fairfield
County, Conn.
Judy Lent of Yorktown Heights,
N. Y ., founder and director of the
Taconic Auto Sports Club News Service,
has been named editor for the Metropolitan New York TOP GEAR. Judy's
editorial experience goes back to 1948,
when s he served as ass istant editor of
Yorktown High School's quarterly publication, The Echo. As Echo's editor-inchief, 1949-50, she changed the status of
the quarterly magazine to that of a
ten~page weekly news bulletin, marking the first high school paper to be
published weekly by a small school in
New York's Westchester County.

After graduRtion from St. Lawrence
University, Judy taught social studies
at Dryden High School, Dryden, N. Y.,
and acted as a faculty advisor for the
school paper there.
Upon returning to Yorktown Heights
in 1958, Judy and her husband Wes
were amo ng the founders of Taconic
Auto Sports Club, known throughout
the area for its two-day rally, the
Taconic Autumn Tour, and for its News
Service, a publicity-information exchange among motor sport clubs in the
metropolitan area, which received mention in the June 29, 1963 issue of
Competition Press. Current TASC publicity chairman, editor of T ASC's
monthly Tailpipe and director of the
News Service, Judy has served on the
TASC Board of Directors as Corresponding Secretary, has written a novel,
some short stories, by-lined articles for
severB.l Westches t er newspapers. as
well as the scripts for Wes' "Motor
Memo," a motor sport program which
was heard daily over WVIP, Mt. Kisco,
New York.
Both Judy and Wes are members of
the Madison Avenue Sports Car Driving and Chowder Society, for which
Judy is a committee chairman as well
as executive editor of the official
monthly, Return of This Here Thing
Weekly.
The Lent family inc1udes two boys Derek, 8, and Douo:las, 5; a golden retriever, Boone; a black and white kitten; assorted h amsters and tropical
fish; an Austin-Healey Sprite Mk I;
a Triumph Herald coupe; and a 1£60
MG Y Tourer.
In order to introduce the new edition
of TOP GEAR, the first three issues
of the publication will be mailed free to
all interested parties requesting the
magazine, as well as to the complete
sports car membership of the area outlined above. As with this edition, subscriptions will be called for after the
introductory period.

BULLETIN

BOARD
Ice Racing
Moves to
Lake Stillwater
Ice racin g m ay not be everyone's cup
of tea, but it f lourishes in Scandinavia,
parts of Canada, and in Pennsylvania's
Pocono Mounta ins. Until this year local
r ace driv ers who were looking for winter action to keep their ref'exes in tune
usually hied themselves to Lake Naomi.
However, Skip Miller's 1964 ice racing
program has switched its venue to
Lake Stillwater, a lso in the Poconos.
Miller h as presented this Arctic form
of motors port every year since 1957,
and each year he has been in the fortunate position of seeing more and
more cars and drivers attend, and he
has also welcomed increasing spectator
groups. Certain ly one prim e feature
of ice racing is t he va riabili ty of conditions that f ace t he drivers. And contrary to popular opi ni on, no one type
of automobile has the edge over another in this type of competition. True,
front-whee~-drive cars race in a class by
themselves , but then so do all production Porsches . In addition to these two
classes are two others for general
sports cars, p lus one class for compact
cars, forei gn economy sedans a nd so
on, except fwd cars.
If you plan atte nding Skip Miller's
ice races as a spectator, don't forget
to bundle up with warm clothing,
especially insulated footwear!
This location for this winter wildness is one mile west of Pocono ( Pocono Summit) on Route 940, or four miles
east of Poco no Pines on Route 94U.
Turn in a t Stillwater Lakes Estates.
Since weather is a variable, on the spot
information concerning the ice cond ition may be had by calling ( 717)
646-2727. Check our Datebook column
for dates and times.

ATTENTION ALL CLUBS:-We earnestly ask your cooperation in f c rwording to
TOP GEAR, Box 482, Wa rminster, Pa.,
schedules of all club, and auto moti ve
sporting events slated for the New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania areas.
Remember, if your club has suffered
from poor attendance in past events, it
probably was because no one knew
about them. And to those of you who
have
been
forwarding
fort hccmi ng
events news, thanks, and keep the mai I
coming in!
-The Editors

Jersey Sports
Car Council
New Officers
The New Jersey Council of Sports
Car Clubs held its annua l awards banquet at their regu :ar meeting place,
the picturesque Old Heights Hotel,
Hightstown, N. J., Saturday, January
4th. Awards were made to rall y and
trials competitors who sk il1ed their way
into the winning spots; this was the
fifth such presentation, the rally and
trials series having been started in 1958.
Officer election results were also announced after a hearty s morgasbord,
Bob De Cray will serve again as the
Council's president and he wi!l be assisted by: Jim Love, vice president;
Clem Izzi, treasurer; Karen Snow, recording secretary; Pat De Cray, corresponding secretary.

1

Jersey SCC s
Monte Carlo
Winter Rally
Philo. Region
SCCA Slates
Gymkhana Series
Philadelph:a Region, SCCA, has just
announced the formation of a gymkhana championship series for the 1264
season, and the first event in this new
category is set for Sunday, February
24th, when the region w ill hold a gymkhana on the parking lot of the G imbels store in Northeast Philade'phia;
pinpoint location is the intersection of
Cottman Avenue and Bustleton Avenue,
just west of Roosevelt Boulevard ( Rte.
73 and Rte. !).
A slate of five or six events will be
points-scoring for this new ch ampions hip series, however, at the time of
going to press no further definite information was on h an d. Activities Chairman Jack Thompson will be in touch
with area clubs in the near future, and
for those of you who wish to call him,
his number is (215) TU 4-1852.

The first event of the New Jersey
Council of SCCs' 1964 schedule will be
the Jersey SCC Monte Carlo Rally. Set
for Saturday, February 8th, this will
be a 250-mile all-night event wh ich
should appeal to those who like their
sports car fun in strong doses.
The Monte Carlo (JSCC-style) should
appeal to the inactive race driver, ice
racer, hill-climber, trials driver types
especially, in addition to the regular
rallyman.
Along w it h other prominent area
w inter events of this type Ra lymasters
Bob Scheurle and Vic Franco are calling for a ll cars to be equipped with
three flares, tow rop e, salt or sand,
shovel, and in the event of snow, snow
chains. Trophies will be awarded to the
first five places, and only two persons
per car w ill be allowed.
The starting point wi'.l be located at
Swingies Colonial Diner, on Route 22
westbound lane, with the first off at
9: 01 p.m. Pre-registration is recommended; however, start point registration will open at 7:30 p.m. For further
information call Scheurle at (201)
687-3274 or Franco at (201) DE 4-0941.

SCCA Junior
Membership Plan
Now Under Study
A recently-appointed planning
committee, comprising SCCA members Dick Templeton ( Chicago
Region,) Larry Reid (Northeast
Region,) and Guy Bates (Philadelphia Region), is studying the
possibility of opening up a class
of SCCA junior membership as
aired in a proposal put to the national board of governors last November 27.
The new class of membership
wi ll be open to age group l 6-21 ,
wit h fu ll conversion privileges invo lvin g little or no further formalities after age 21. Under discussion
at this time are the seve ral leg al
and insurance problems which
might arise, and it is certain that
junior member participation in
SCCA events will be restricted to
non-speed events, such as raIJies
and gymkhanas. Racing and hillclimbing are out.
In addition to these two restrictions junior members will most likely not be permitted to work SCCA
speed events as flagmen or corner
workers. However other areas of
activity in working a race meet will
be possible, and duties on the
respective crews of timing, scoring,
paddock, public relations and technical inspection will all be open to
junior members .
Along with this ambitious junior
program, SCCA is also giving consid era tion to associate memberships
with a reduced membership fee.
This wou ld cover fami ly members,
in particular the wives of present
members. In th e case of both associate and junior memberships there
would be no voting privileges. Further discussion of these new types
of membership will be discussed at
the forthcoming an nu al meeting to
be held early in February.

PHA Banquet
Slated for
February 22
The annual banquet of the Pennsylvania Hillclimb Assn. will be he'.d at
the Cascade Lodge in Kintnersville, Pa.
Dinner reservation information may be
had by calling Muriel Watson, PHA
sec retary, at (215) TU 4-1525.
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photoquiz

It seems as thou g h the Photoquiz puzzler in the December T. G. stu mped
many of the academic types, in fact so much so that we had only tw o

completely correct answers and a dozen guesses all of which were
completely off the mark.
Charlie Rogers of Huntingdon Valley, Pa., was first in with a correct
identification of the mystery car, and along with our congratulations
we will be mailing him a year's free subscription to TOP GEAR.
The car was of French manufacture and was a Gobron-Brillie. Of the
many advanced items this car feat ured from l 903, perhaps the most
interest ing was the fact that this was the first example of a tubular -

type space frame to be seen on a rac ing automobile. Others were the
low-mounted radiator, situated at a point of near- maximum pressure;
and the engine, a 4-cylinder, 12-liter monster which ran on an alcohol
mixture. The engine itself was very unusual in that it feat ured an
opposed-piston layout wherein the lower pistons were operated by the

NORTON CHEVROLET
6800 RISING SUN AVE.

Pl 5-0600

crankshaft, and a series of countershafts actuated the upper pistons.
Ignition took place when the pistons had compressed the mixture
toward the center of the cylinder, and accordingly the spark plugs were
located in the middle of the two paired cylinder blocks. Performancewise this car was a mean runner. It was, in 1904, the first interna l
combustion-engined car to officially exceed 100 mph, and in the years
'03-'04 Gobron-Brillie won four major pre-grand prix events, the last
one being run over the old Nieuport-Ostend circuit in Belgium, when
Rigolly AVERAGED l 03.56 mph to win.

• Competition Options for TR 2-3-4 & Spitfire
• Chassis Dynamometer Service
• Competition Preparation
• Warranty Cansultatian
• Economy Tuning
• Authorized Sales

c5cuderia, gnc.
JAKE JACOBS

And now to this month's mystery car. Tell us the make, the yea r this
particular model appeared, its racing successes, and the unusual feature
of this automobile. Mail your postcards before Febr uary I 0, I 964, to
TOP GEAR, Box 482, Warminster, Pa.

Like FAST Service?

PITCAIRN authorized

VOLKSWAGEN
ONE OF THE LARGEST VW
SHOPS IN THE U.S.
WE STOCK EVERYTHING
FORYOUR VW
ON ROUTE 1
MORRISVILLE, PA.

dealer
CY 5-1166

OR

WI 5-6010

■
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339 RIVER STREET
HACKENSACK, N. J.
(201) HU 7-7323
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F irst, let me compli men t you on a
fine publication. I th ink it is about
the best thing t h at cou:d have happened
to motor sports of all types in this area.
Second, I wish to express extreme
dissatisfaction regard ing a s ituation
wh ic h arose about five weeks ago ; one
which i rritated not onl y myself but, I
am sure, everyon e else o n hand except
a very few IuCky ones . W it h me it is
strictly a matter of pri n ciple, b ecause
j ust how much can one h ope to accomplish with a spokeless w heel? I
refer specificall y to IlSCC's recent
Mountain Goat, in w hich a n yon e adheri ng strictly to the general instruc tion s
could not possib~y reach even t he odometer ch eck a n d restart .
Late r on in th e day, a fte r h av ing
started the t imed portion a lmost at the
center of a fa i rly large town nea rby,
t here was a n assortment of m isspellings
wh ich threw of f cou rse pra cticall y
everyo n e who was try in g to n eq;-obate
the course from a stan dpoin t of being
tech n icall y correct (and let's f ace it:
t h er e is NO other approac h to b e used
on a rally of today's stan dards) . My
1oss of a wheel preven ted me from
covering some por tio n of t he mo rni hgrun, but by the time one was halfway
th r ough t he afternoon run it was
n ecessary to ASSUME ( a nd t his is
u s u a'ly fata l !) t h at "Terr. " on the
clue s h eet and t h e wo rd TERRA CE
w ritte n out on a ston e gatepost w ere
o n e and t h e sam e if on e was to com p lete t he course.

I thi n k t h e most dis t urbin g aspect
of the whole t h ing is t h e attitude taken
by a. faction of the co m 111 ittee regard ing protests. I should poin t out t h at I
myself am hardly what coul d be considered a "professional"; I do n ot use
any of the standard a d ditive eq ui pmen t
so common ly seen today; my cars are
not even fi tted w it h anvthin g other
than their original odometer s, a n d I do
not compete for Appa 1achi a n Trail
points. T h erefore, I h ave no axe to
grind.
However, I woul d n ot h ave t h ought
it possible to contr ive a s it u ation where
so many obviously valid p rotes t s, properly l'egistered , would be g r eeted w ith a
l'Caction wher e t h e p r otes t fees were
l'eturned bu t N OT ONE of th e p r otests
was upheld, a nd t his being done in t he
h eight of arrogan ce.
Taken in lon g v iew, it is t o b e h oped
that w h oever in SCCA P h ila. Region
determ i nes w hi ch even ts are to be san ctioned for Appalachia n T ra il poin ts
wi ll take the facts of t his ca se under
adv isem en t. T oo much of t his will lead
the sport of rally ing str a ig ht to t he
g uilJotine.
Wes L ewellen
Sout hampton, Pa.

W it h regard t o y ou r item in t h e
December TO P GEAR concerning the
Ileid 'er hearin g , I w ould like t o cla rify
one poi nt.

At a ll SCCA even ts t h e SCCA requires two Stewards of the Meeti n g.
I was the oth er St ewar d of t h e Meeting, and not act ing a s I ke W illia m son 's
legal advisor as not ed. I do n ot h ave
the qualificat ion s to even act as a
guard h ouse lawyer an d w ou ld n' t wan t
my friends think ing I was pretending
to be one. T h ank you.

Oscar Koveles lci
Pa.

Scranton,

Con cernin g the problem at Vineland,
unl ess improvem ents are m ade to t he
track and spectator .fac ilities are d ealt
with I MME D IAT E L Y, s p orts car racing w ill be s hort-li ved at t h at t rack.
These are n ot our problems basically,
but they s h ould concern the Vinela n d
mana<rem en t.
Specif ically I would recommend the
following :
(I) Add m ore sp ect ator bleachers
( 2 ) Pave t he parkin g lot
( 3) Imp rove t he rest r oom faci 1ities
fa milies shu dder at t h e sight of the
presen t arran g ements
( 4) Len gthen t h e tra ck to the necessary
m ilea~e t o qu a lify for a national
race location
(5) COMPLETE safet y equipment for
each s tation. F ULL fi re extinguis hers, etc. , maybe even a h ay bale or
t wo?

•

ma1

W hile v is it ing a frie n d, Dr. H. C.
Baumann, P ottstown, Pa ., I h ad a
m ost pleasant experience. I h ad j ust
purchased an OSCA f rom Dr. Ilau ma.n n
and he ha n ded me t h e December issue
of T OP GEAR. I immed iately spotted
my OSCA and a lso the t h l'ee p ictu res
of a 4.5 liter Ferrari coupe. T h e 4.5
coupe is the matching model to my 4.5
r oadster. Enclosed p lease find a p icture
of my 4.5 roa dster w h ic h is a rea l fine
p iece of mach inery (retired).

George L . S terner
Yor k, Pa.

Barry Michel
For t

H ood, T exas

Sports Car in the Winter?
And why not? With its new all-steel hardtop the
Spitfire becomes an ideal all -weather sports car. Removable. Guaranteed weather-tight. And of course
there are other good things about the Triumph Spit-

fire. Independe nt suspension on all four wheels
makes for safer, surer cornering. A 24-foot turning
circle assures yo u of nimble parking ability. On the
road the Triumph Spitfire can top 90 mph, do the

Also the Triumph TR4 and the 1200 Sports Convertible
BERWYN, PA.
Keystone Motors
535 E. Lancaster Ave.
(215) NI 4-5878
BURLINGTON, M. J.
Roger Motors, Inc.
Route 130
(609) DU 6-4402
CAMDEN, M.J
Art Sharp
Adm. Wilson Blvd.
(609) 365-4646
DOYLESTOWN, PA.
Keystone Motors
235 S. Main St.
(215) 348-9438
DOVER, DEL.
Foreign Fixit Shop
1362 S. Governors Ave.
(302) 734-7797
HACKENSACK, M.J.
Scuderia, Inc.
339 River St.
(20 I) 487-7323

11

TRIUMPH

HA VERTOWM, PA.
·MotorSport
510 Westchester Pike
(215) HI 9-2400
HORSHAM, PA.
George K. Maginnis
Easton Rd . (Rte. 611)
above Pa. Tpk.
(215) OS 2-1300
LANSDALE, PA.
Werner Motors
Mt. Vernon & Green Sts.
(21 5) 855-9077
MEDIA, PA.
County Cars, Inc.
295 E. Baltimore Ave .
(215) LO 6-8500
Phila.-GR 4-5146

MORRISTOWN, M. J.
Auto Imports of Morris Co.
95 Morris St.
(201) 825-1700
MORRISTOWN, PA.
Freel H. Kopenhaver
2623 W. Ridge Pike
(215) BR 9-7227
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Plachter Imports
14 19 Spring Garden St.
(215) LO 7-5930
POTTSTOWN, PA.
Ludwick Imported Cors, Inc.
3rd & Hanover Sts.
(215) FA 3-8300
READING, PA.
Wild Bill's Trading Post
901 New Haliand Rd.
(21 5) 777-6597
WILMINGTON, DEL.
Motorsport Enterprises, Inc.
3402 Market St.
(302) PO 4-9444
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In your December issue you h ave
l'aised the ghosts of races past. In fact,
you have dated me terribly. On page
12 of TOP GEAR, which you have been
good enough to send me, refer to
"Remember When?", at Convair Airport. Opposite a
photo you say
" . . . dices it up with an unidentified
MG" . . . when, in fact, t he MG was
my car with me up.
The photo must have been taken during practice before the car numbers
were assigned, as the MG subsequently
bore the number 42 in the race. As a
matter of fact, this was my first race
and I came in 3rd in the novice race,
if my memory serves me right.
Old age, marriage, children, dogs,
etc., ha ve hatted the rac1ng but I
wou ld appreciate the original photo if
possible. 1 can a~wa,rs have it copied
and return it to you if you require.
Please let me know if this is possible
and 1 wish you continued progress with
'!'OP GEAR.

David P. Hotz
New York,

N . Y.

The m embers of N eshaminy Foreign
and Sports Car Club thoroughly enj oyed
Penny Mercer's article on the club in
the December issue. However, there was
one serious mistake in the otherwise
well written story. With regard to the
annual Indian Trails Rally, it was
stated that "the club pays its members
for competing in this event." Of course,
nothing could be further from the
truth, an d experienced rallyists wi ll immediately spot the error. NFSCC, like
all other sports car clubs in the area,
is a non-profit organization, so such an
arrangement would be out of the question. In fact, the Indian Trails Rally
is closed to club members; that is,
club members must work on the rally
committee, and may not compete in the
event, since it is our major rally of
the year. In order to avoid confusing
those who are newcomers to the sport
of rallying, we hope that you will correct this misstatement in a future issue
of TOP GEAR.
Edward J. Schaller
President, NFSCC

The next issue of
TOP GEAR

will appear in
MARCH

DEADLINE

for all news and
advertising copy will be

. . . greetings to each an d every one
on the TO P GEAR staff. Your December issue is the finest for 1963. Keep up
the excellent work.

FEBRUARY 15th

Joe

Lattanzi
Brockton, Pa.

Sure! a Triumph Spitfire!
standing ¼ mile in 19.5 seconds. To control this
car when stopping from high speeds, disc brakes
are fitted to the front wheels. And there is more
luxury in this sports car than many others in its

class -wind-up windows, king-size cockpit, tailored
soft-top. In fact the only thing that keeps the Triumph Spitfire out of the luxury sports car class is
its price. See and drive the Triumph Spitfire now at
any of these authorized dealers.
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Where We Stand
1963 N.J. COUNCIL TRIALS CHAMPIONS
Class A-Bob Carrington, Mini-Coope r
Su ,urban SCC
Class B-Frank Faranese, MG-TD
Suburban SCC
Class C-Jack VanWettering, Pors che
Jersey SCC
Class D-AI Costa, (-?-)
Jersey sec
Class E-Vic Franco, TR3
Jersey SCC
Class F-Bob Roblins, XKE
Class G-Don Allinger, Lotus 7
Ladies Class-Karen Snow, Sprite (State Champ . ) SJR-SCCA

1963 N.J. COUNCIL RALLY CHAMPIONS
Drivers
1-W. Stirrat
2-M. Cole
3-J. Clay
4-J. Louis
5-K. Stickley

Navigators
464.05
455.45
443.91
411.20
347.15

1-T.
2-R.
3-G.
4-H .
5-B.

Weiner
Fletcher
Atkins
Louis
Stickley

485.15
419.25
416.97
405 .88
265.39

1963 DELAWARE AUTOSPRINT CHAMPIONS
Class A-John Debaugh, St ing ray
Class B- J ack Lofland, Lo t us Super 7
Class C-B ill Kn epsh ield, Jag uar XK150S
Class D- Harry Smith, Porsche Super 90
Class E-Walt H oover, Porsche Super
Class F-Willis Weldin , MGA
C'ass G-Gerry Donova n, Spitfire
Class H-Dick McCarthy, Sprite
Touring I (over 1200cc)-Bob Stockman, Volvo 544
Touring II (under 1200cc)-Steve Dunn, SAAB GT
Ladies Class-Silver Knepshield, Jaguar XK150S
Modified Class-Dennis Membrino, Borgwa rd Special

54
63
63
60
60
53
54
45
54
57
53
30

ATTENTION ALL CLUBS:-We earnestly ask your cooperation in f orwa rding to

TOP GEAR, Box 482, Wa rminster, Pa.,
schedules of all club, and automot ive
sporting e vents slated for the New Jersey, Delaw are and Pennsy lv ania areas.

Remember, if your cl ub has suffered
from poor attendance in past events, it
probably was because no one knew
about them. And to those of you who
have been forwarding
fo rthcoming
events news, thanks, and keep the mail
coming in!
-The Edito rs

BAP

?~Pevet4& ~ 'J,ee,
DISTRIBUTOR

All British applications plus:-ALFA ROMEO, BMW,
BORGWARD, CITROEN, FIAT, FORD TAUNUS, GOLIATH, LLOYD, MERCEDES BENZ, NSU PRINZ,
OPEL, PANHARD, PEUGEOT, PORSCHE, RENAULT, SAAB, SIMCA, VOLKSWAGEN,
and VOLVO.
ACCESSORIES, BEARINGS, CABLES, CARBURETORS, COOLING SYSTEMS, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, EXHAUST SYSTEMS, FILTERS (Air,
Fuel, Oil), FUEL PUMPS, PUMPS & LINES,
GASKETS, OIL SEALS & LINES, PISTONS, RING
GEARS, SPARK PLUGS, SUSPENSIONS, TIMING
GEARS & CHAINS, VALVES, WIPERS

CLUTCHES (Exchange Basis)
BONDED BRAKES (Exchange Basis)
COMPLETE LUCAS ELECTRICAL
and ACCESSORIES

Phone: (215) MA 2-1844
FOREIGN PARTS EXCHANGE INC. • 449 E. Baltimore Ave. • Clifton Hts., Pa.
Contact us for your nearest dealer or speedshop
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The HOT NEW CORTINA GT
By Ford of England

Rally

Lakes SCC
Ghostown
You say you've never heard of
the Lakes SCC? Well, let me tell
you a little about thi s group of
people who specialize in graciousness and congeniality. A Jthou .!.? h
they don't boast a membership running to three digits , they have more
participation and enthusiasm th a n
most clubs I know. Virtually al l
of their events are closed to members and i'nvited guests, which does
not mean that they are trying to be
exclusive. It simply means they
enjoy a variety of events, low pressure in design, that are strictly for
fun. Most of today's rallyists are
sticklers for precise measurement
a nd timing without gimmicks, and
therefore wouldn't be interested in
just going for laughs. However,
once a year the Lakes Club, under
the expert direction of George Atkins, presents the Ghostown Rally
for everyone.
Seventy-one cars started off with
a roll of paper, three inches wide,
on which there were arrows indicating the turns. On this roll of
paper we also found circled numbers that referred to an information sheet that contained a vivid
description of all the historical
points along the route. Old Indian
reservations and buri al grounds, old
town ruins, stagecoach stops and
once-famous mills that formerly
were a vital part of New Jersey's
industry.

After the first checkpoint we
we re given 40 minutes to go
through the New Jersey History
Mobile that was set up iu~t for thi s
rall y. The tour throurh this trailer
gave us the opportunity to view
many old relics and documents dating 'way back. inclu ding the original state constitution. I personall y
found this to be tremendously interesting and a pl eas8 nt deviation
from the ordinary a nd usual rally.
The course itself was excellent
with the timing and mei1~11rement
as precise as you could find anywhere. Ken ( my ht1 shand-navi gator) and I went merrily off-course
at one point and by the time we got
back on we were ten minutes late.
As a once-in-a-lifetime break would
have it, we came to a spot with
a fifteen minute break before the
next checkpoint! If George h ad
placed the checkpoint before the
break, we would re ally have been
sand-bagged! (That's an old Bill
Kamps cliche!)
George Atkins and hi s entire
crew from the Lakes SCC proved
it is possible to stage a n event
which is different, enjoyable and interesting - as well as precise. I
would like to see this club open
more of its events and I for one
would be glad to leave the rally
gear home and just have a real
good time.

RESULTS
CLASS I
1-Donges & McCarthy, LSCC;
2-Fannon & Fannon, LSCC;
3- Jan Curry & Curry, LSCC.
CLASS II
I - Hoffman & Cornforth, SJSCC;
2-Louis & Louis, HSCC;
3-Wh ite & Freiling, LBSCC.
CLASS III
I-Dunkle & Dunk'e, SJSCC;
2- Hein & Bock, SJSCC.

The only high-performance spores sedan at a price everyone can
afford - only $2,288. This very low price includes: 1,500 cc,
8 5 hp engine, equipped with twin-choke Weber carb., racing pistons, and camshaft; disc brakes in front; all-synchro 4-speed gearbox;
bucket seats; console; full instrumentation includes tachometer, oil
pressure and temperature gauges. The Cortina GT has an enviable
performance record in international rally and race competition.

CARSON-PETTIT, INC.
214 W. Lancaster Ave., Devon, Pa.
(215) 687-1500
Complete Service Facilities available in addition
to the Largest Stock of Imported Car Parts in
Delaware Val ley

SPECI/IL !!!!!
Delaware Valley
11-Place
Calculator

ICurtal

s97so
THIS MONTH
ONLY!

Used by Most Notionol
Rally Teams

Sales & Service

All orders receive ou'r
immediate attention.
10% Deposit on all COD
Orders

BROAD MOTORS
COMPANY
600 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(215) CE 6-7 500

We have the most complete line of
accessory eq u ipment on the East
Coast:-Amco, Abarth, Bell Helmets, Curto, Car Covers, Drager
Gauges, Em bro idered Patches, Flexlites, Lucas, Romcote Fin ishes, Reid
Rally Tables, Sala-Sport Suits &
Gloves, Stevens Clipboards &
Watches, plus man y, many others.

KING
AUTOMOTIVE
ACCESSORI-ES
14S 1 West End Drive
Philadelphia, Pa.
(21S) GRJ-6201

TOP GBAR
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TEAM

300

l

The O'Learys in action, this time on
their way to a support place ensuring
yet another Team 300 win.
- Photo by Alix Lafontant

Among the several items of navigational equipment used by the O'Learys are:
Heuer stopwatch; Bohn Contex calculator; two Curtas; short wove radio; spare
stop watch; an Avion adjustable odometer; a Navichron timer which registers each 1/lOOth min., and a readout
counter showing consecutive minutes;
a Ral!igator digital readout counter,
which is e!ectrically driven and into
which an average speed can be programmed. Although this may sound extensive, it · is actually less than the average notional rally crew uses!

Team 300, East Coast . Division, here
seen after their Historic New York victory. Left to right: Mike Siccardi/Roger
Bohl; Renee O'Leary/ Jack O'Leary; Sally
Koelmel/ Dennis Koelmel.
- Photo by Alix Lafontant

by JACK & RENEE O'LEARY
In May of 1963 an addition, in the form of
a white Chrysler 300, arrived at our home, 3
Fox Lane, Newark, Delaware. After five hectic
days a nd nights of rally equipment modification,
installation of same, and a formal christening
party ( dinner jackets and all!) our Chrysler
became known to us as the the Big 3, and it
shortly thereafter embarked upon its first national rally, the 1963 Virginia Reel.
On the Reel all the Chrysler 300s proved
themselves to be excellent rally ca rs, and magnificent motoring in the grand manner ensured
all of us that extra edge which is often so important Mike Siccardi and Roger Bohl engaged
in a duel with myself which resulted in Mike
and Roger taking first, the O'Learys second,
and to round the Team 300 accomplishment
Dennis and Sally Koelmel brought their car in
high to clinch the Team Award for the Chrysler
Corporation and their 300s.
Six months, 30,000 miles, IO national rallies,
as well as several Appalachian Trail and PRCA
championship events, later ( and 61 trophies)
we are overjoyed to look back on the Reel as
the first of many rewarding rallying experiences
in the J 963 season . This has also been true of
the other members who campaigned 300s
throughout the year.

In point of fact factory-sponsored Chryslers
have walked off with nine out of 13 national
rallies entered. A Chrysler 300 has placed second in three out of four rallies not otherwise
won outright. And · perhaps the most notable
300 feat in the 1963 national rally season was
the 1-2-3 win notched in the Singing Sands Nation al, held in Indi ana. Victorious crews on
this one were Scott Harvey /Warren Tiahrt,
Suzanne Hundertmark/ Bob Mollman, and our
own Dennis and Sally Koelmel.
Our biggest personal .moments in the 1963
lists came on the Berkshire and Johnny Appleseed national events. How we ever managed
two wins in a row is still a bit beyond us!
On the debit side, a flat tire on the Jersey 500
just before a checkpoint dropped us from fourth
to 11th, disappointing us tremendously into
the bargain, as well as shooting down our
chances for fini shing in the top three nationally.
But such is life!
Other Chrysler 300 rally car accomplishments
include the Koelmels' win in the Historic New
York, thus earning them the honor of being the
first two-time winners in this annual national.
They also breezed home to a handy win in the

Rip Van Winkle. First-place team awards went
to three-car Chrysler 300 teams on all but two
of the nationals entered. The Delaware Valley
contingent of the Siccardi/Bohl, the Koelmds
and ourselves, also brought home the team
award in the now classic MG 1000 Rally.
Perhaps the whole team's greatest pleasure,
aside from the trophies, glory, and so on, has
come from the tremendous spirit of enthusiasm
and rapport shared by all of us . Knowing that
the Chrysler Corporation has been behind us
all the way has meant more than can ever be
expressed in words.
In addition to the Koelmel hop es of placing
in the top ten nationally, the Huntingdon
Valley, Pa., pair are in first place for the
Philadelphia Region, SCCA, Appalachian Trail
championship honors and fifth in PRCA standings, while we have struggled into fifth spot
in the Appalachian Trail, and third in PRCA.
When the time comes to trade Big 3 for our
new 300K, emotions of excitement and joy will
once again be with us. After havi ng driven a
few other types of rally cars, we both feel that
the comfort, performance potential, and general
appointments make the Chrysler 300 one of
the greatest-ever rally cars, certainly one that has
no equal.
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Sit in with a group of rallyists
talking over past rallies, and, sooner or later, the conver~ation will
get around to night rallies. Stay
around a little longer and someone
is bound to mention the Rose Tre~
All Niv.ht Rally. It's no wonder,
Rose Tree's all night event is
unique in the area; for ten years
their 12 hour, 300-plus mile rally
has drawn cars from as far away
as New York, Virginia and western
Pennsylvania. Most dyed-in-thewool rallyists count the All-Nie:hter as being a real · test of driver,
navigator, and automobile. So far.
they have not been disappointed.
T he records show that the Rose
Tree Motor Club was founded by
a dozen or so sports car fans back
in 1953. G athered in the salesroom
of a foreign car dealer in Media,
they started in an informal way,
but, as membership grew. they took
their name from nearby Rose Tree
Hunt and officially incorporated
themselves in 1955. It wasn't long
before the budding organization
bepan holding their own rallies.
Cred'it for the creation of the All
Nie:ht Rally goes to one of the
club's first lady members. In late
1954 Kitty Uebelhoer decided that
the . club needed a rally which
would separate the men from the
boys. She worked the idea into a
recipe. Start with a cold night late
in Ja nuary, provide roads "out in
the country", concoct a set of
route instructions th;it need close
examination and imaginative interpretation, add some zesty average
speeds with just enough clockwatchinp: to keep the navigator
honest. Blend carefully into a full
nie:ht of hi gh adventure that they'll
long remember. Serve to from 100
to 150 cars that want to play a
friendly, con11enial game.
Husband Fred. and Bill Lilley
picked it UP from there and on a
cold Saturday ni.1.1ht in January
1955 some 70 cars lined up for
th e start of the, first Rose Tree All
Night Rally. Thi, was the lare:est
turnout for a rallv in the area to

CLUB SPOTLITE

Evan Bennett, RTMC president, at the start of Rose Tree's 1963 Fall
Invitational Rally.

date. and was the first rally to present such things as county route
numbers and aver~e-e speed changes
on the Pa. Turnpike.
Later in 1955 the club inaugurated th eir well known Spring and
Fall Invitation al Rallies, to be held
for the tenth time next vear.

THE

TENTH ANNl:J:AL
ALL-NIGHTER
JANUARY 25, 1964

As the club's membership roster
grew, so did it's list of poteworthy
events: the automobile show held
for the benefit of the March of
Dimes in 1955 (when sports cars
were still somewhat of a novelty),
the Medicine Man Rall y a few
years later, held in conjunction with
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a local hospital and the club's
yearly outing to the mountains, the
Pocono Bash. a weekend devised
by the active minds of Harry Wareham and Evan Bennett.
Somewhere along the line Rose
Tree held the first major all-picture
rally and later used a picture section in an All Nighter. Pictures
proved to be so popular that at
least one Rose Tree event each
year h:is featured a photo section.
The club was one of the first
groups in the area to classify rally
cars by past performance and
equipment, and has consistently
featured a novice class in each of
their major rallies.
One of the club's most popular
ou 1ine:s is the yearly Fourth of July
Kiddies'-Picnic-Rally. Pl~nned iust
for the children of the club m~mbers, it has been attended by over
150 adults and children. Rally
route instructions are designed for
youngsters and awards are given
for boy and girl navigators. Following the rally route leads to the
picnic area where fun and games
are the order of the day.
Although primarily a rallying
club. Rose Tree generally holds a
yearly gymkhana and several years
ago was among the area groups
parti cipating in time trials at Baker's Acre. Many of the members
are drivers or workers in regional
and nat ion al races. Rose Tree
crews have brought home the Best
Check point awa rd from the Appa!achi an National Rally three years
m a row.
The club, now numbering some
80 members. is looking forward to
another active year; their meetings
are always open to anyone interested in automobiles and sports
car activities. Monthly meetings
are held on the first Tuesday of
each month, 8:30 pm, at the Longhorn Ranch , Route I , approximate ly five miles west of Media,
Pa. Information concerning the
club or its activiites can be obtained from the Secretary, Connie
Goslin, at (215) EL 6-1517.

All cars will undergo Technical Inspection, and
you are advised that Seat Belts, Fire Extinguishers, First-Aid Kits and Snow Chains will be required. _
Entry forms are now available from:
The Secretary
. RTMC
Box 513
Media, Pa.

- - - -- -
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To Nassau
l

As told to
TOP GEAR

by
Jack Deren
You might say that the 1963
Nassau Speedweeks started for me,
personally, on November 15th. the
day T stopped in at McKean Chevrolet in Philadelphia, to see Roger
Penske. My visit just happened to
be coincidental with the fact that
he was expecting the arrival, the
following day, of the bits and
pieces which were to be the next
Zerex Special race car.
With this in mind he asked me
if I would be free for the next few
days, because he had some work to
be done on his new car. Since l
was a t a loose end right then l
agreed to undertake the ·project for
him. His regular mechanic, Roy
Gane, had recently h;ft to join the
Mecom Racing Organization and
was in Culver City, California,
assisting Jim Travers of Traco in
the build-up of the Chevy engines
for the Mecom team's efforts at
Nassau.
That afternoon I called Bob
Holbert and arranged to borrow
his trailer for the job of hauling
the car from Philadelphia International Airport to the premises of
Updraught, Inc., on the Main Line
in suburban Philadelphia.
The car, which was to be the
basis of the new Zerex Special , was
the Cooper Monaco which Roy
Salvadori had raced at Laguna
Seca, Riverside, and . Kent. Wash-

ington, late in the 1963 season. As
it was on the forklift truck, being
unloaded from the plane, I must
say things looked most unpromising. It had no engine, only the
transmission, the general condition
was dirty, and it still wore dark
green paint and racing numbers.
Up to this point I had no idea
that this project was headed for
Nassau, and so, feeling there was
no hurry, l headed back to Updraught, planning the disassembly
and rebuild as I crossed the Penrose Avenue Bridge.
The first st umbling block T came
across was a lack of proper tools.
Gane had taken most of his kit to
Culver City, so I started in with my
assortment of Craftsman wrenches
and began to strip the Cooper of its
body and running gear. Once l had
the frame exposed and ready for
magnafluxing Roger dropped th e
bomb.
"Jack, this will be the car l'm
driving at Nassau, so you'll have to
have almost everything more or
less ready by November 29th.
You'll leave for Miami and sail
across the following day. Since
there won't be time in Nassau the
car will have to be ready to run
when it gets there. OK?"
Where to start?
Fortunately the Colotti Tvpe 37
gearbox had just been installed in
Detroit by some Michigan friend s,
and in fact it was from Detroit that
the car had been flown to Philadelphia. At this point I was ably assisted by Don Kean, a mechanic at
Philpenn, in nearby Bryn Mawr;
Mike Sutherland. a Ma in Li ne resi-

dent; and Bill Scott, of Scott Special fame. Bill did all the machine
work in his own shop, Don assisted
in the evenings (and into the
night!) , and Mike was, therefor e,
th e onl y one with me full time.
Since time was almost non-existent we had to forego magnafluxing, sandblasting and so on, and
consequentl y the chassis received
only a cl0se visual examination for
cracks. The car itself was a fair ly
new Monaco showing no sig ns of
damage, and o nce we decided all
was in order the chassis was
painted and set aside. On November 18th the bod y modifi cations
were started at Molin Bodyshop ,
Wayne, Pa. Harry Tidm arsh was
the man responsible for the fine
re ar end job , necessitated by the
wider track of the larger wheels
whi ch wo uld be mated to the Col·otti gearbox and 283 cu. in. Chevy
aluminum engi ne. T he rear spoiler
was also modified ; there was no
time to do any of the intended
front bodywork mods. In fact th ere
was hard ly time to do anvthing
other th an work on essentials!
The nex t job to be tack led was
the brake rebuild, and here I ran
into a problem. On exa mination I
rea lized the caliper rubbers would
have to be replaced - but none
were available locally, east of the
Mississippi, th at is. A phone call
to California was successful in locating the necessa ry items, and airmail took care of the rest. Since I
knew there were no master cylinders available out west, another
call, this tim e to Texas, became
necessary, and two master cylin-

ders arrived by airmail the following day.
November 19th saw the commencement of rebuilding, and by
dint of much midnight oil we proceeded slowly but surely in our
race with both clock and calendar.
T he engine preparation was all
being handled by Traco out on the .
Coast. The onl y exception to this
was the ex-Reventlow Scarab,
whose engine work was being done
by T routm an and Barnes. Traco's
specialty is Chevrolet power plants,
and many of their units are in use
in race cars, as well as in hydroplanes where it is not unusual for
a 327 cu. in. engi ne to be run at
10,000 rp m in wa ter competition!
The engine wh ich we would install
in the new Zerex Special was an
aluminum 283 cu. in. unit. Basically this was the twin of the old
I 955 Chevy 265 cu. in. VS, stroked
to give a slightly larger displ acement, which in terms of metric
measure is about 4½ liters. As set
up by Traco our unit was dynamometer tested and found to be de1ivering 380 bhp.
Roy returned with the engine on
th e 24th and the following morning found us ready to drop it into
the chassis. It all sounds so simple
now, but at the time the job seemed
to be monumental. We had to unbolt or slacken off so many odds
and ends on the engine in order to
get it into the chassis that it might
have been . easier to do the engine
buildup in the chassis! I know I
thought so then! The problem was
th at the Cooper i rame had not
been altered in any way to accept
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with
the larger engine more easily, and
we found the headers to be fouling
up the installation. After considerable fudging and cussing we finally
completed the job. bolting up everything that had been slackened off
in the process. The remaining two
days were spent in putting the
finishing touches to the car-preparationwi se, th at is. It's appearance
was something else again!
At 7 am, Thanksgiving morning,
I set off with the tow-car and trailer
fo Miami. The newly thrown-together Zerex C hevy on the trailer
behind me was in primer and our
hope was th at it would be painted
in Nassau. The following afternoon I arrived a h alf-hour after
the barge , carrying everyone el se's
race machinery, had left for Nassa u ahead of its scheduled departu re time . And so ano ther day was
lost, since the s.s Bahama Star norm ally left from Miami at 9: 30 pm
on Saturdays.
Our connection with the other
members of John Mecom's racing
team was made early Sunda y morning, and on arriving at Oakes Field
we found that the Lola GT had
.. arrived. completely ready to run.
The three li ghtweight Grand Sport
Stingrays had been set up ready to
race before leaving the States, but
testing had pointed up a few things
which required attention. Actually
the three 'Rays were tended by two
GM factory men, Bernie and Tony,
both of whose names I can't for the
life of me remember right now!
But of all of us there, these two
boys worked like dogs keeping the
lightweights. in order.

Of the other Mecom cars, Troutman and Barnes took care of the
Scarab exclusively; Travers and Olson worked on the engine we had
lately put into the new Zerex; Roy
G ane tended the 2½ liter C lima xengined Zerex, Roger's former
mount , now owned by Mecom. and
which had been assigned to driver
Augie Pabst. I worked an ywhere
and everywhere in between putt ing
the last- minute touches lo the
Zerex C hevy .
One thing I will say. and this is
not letting any secrets 11et out.
the Meco m Racing Organi za tion
sure needs a tea m manager' The
disorgani za ti on at Nassau was almost co mi cal. and that the team's
ca rs and d rivers did as we ll as they
did wa s in sp ite of th e fact that
th ey we re running und er the Mecom banner! Actu a ll y, for the
1964 seaso n Meco m will have a
professional manager, and I perso nally believe the y will have a
good year. W ith Traco preparing
their eng ines, and te am discipline,
plus Mecom's resources. all this
sho uld surely res ult in a winning
co mbin ati on.
One of the first th ings to be done
o n gett in g settled in was the completion of th e car's paint job, and
once it had its silver blue uniform
on th in gs at least began to look
more ship-shape.
During practi ce sessions Roger
was ab le to get the feel of the car
and everything see med to be just
fine. Th e clincher was put on thi s
when he tu rn ed the first-ever better-than- I 00 mph lap o n the rou gh
and bum py Oakes Fie ld circuit. My

"Early Sunday morning sow us checking
out the final details . . ."

" ... fortunately we had the Zerex
Special all ready to go . . ."

"
· · ·

and while it ran it really set
the pace ."

..•

own feelings a bout this achievement were more of relief at the car
running so well th an anything else.
1 must also say that, in my opinion,
Travers builds a great engine.
Race plans called for the new
car's first outing in the Saturday 5lap modified feature, mainly to use
this event as a shakedown for the
followin g day's Nassau Cup 250miler which would be the final and
major race of the week. Everythi ng went we ll and Penske took a
fi rst overall, giving th e Shelby King
Cobras a tas te of wha t wa, to
come. The car was not raced in
the mid-week Governo r's Cup
eve nt, and Roger drove a li ghtwe ight Stin gray in thi s one.
Eve n though all of us mecha nics
were fully involved with th e pressures of car pre paration , we could
fee l an undercurrent around the
Meco m pits and we all hoped we
were on the winning team . As you
know , in th e Nassau C up race
Penske took the lead within a
couple of laps or so and began to
run away from the rest of the field.
We now had the time to ex perience
the thrill of seeing the car we had
worked on run so well and so
strongl y.
Roger's first pit stop , while he
had a good lead on the field, was
on account of a broken water hose .
Due to a lack of leadership it was
almost impossible to get to the car.
Many of Roger's friends, photographers, the press, all crowded
around him wanting to know what
had happened . We managed, despite th e lack of organized crowd
control to get the engine cover

opened and the trouble rep ai red.
Unfortunately none of us remembered to open the cooling system
steam-escape petcock when the
water was being poured into the
header tank, and when the cold
water hit the area of the cylinder
heads an a irlock developed. The
water filler was, therefore, under
the impression that the cooling
system was full, when actually it
was not.
A nd of course we omitted to
double-check that the engine hood
was properly secured before giving
our driver the OK to head out. This
boo-boo resulted in hi s havi ng to
pit once more to have the cover
tighten ed down.
Due to the airlock and insufficient water Roger retired on lap with an overheated en!!ine. He
had , even more unfortunatley, lost
his lead and was quite a way back
after the second pitstop . Undoubtedly the car hr d the potential to be
a winner at Nassau and had it not
l:een for the slap-dash pitwork
(again, without proper management) he would surely have been
a winner, since he was pulling away
fro m the field even while in a commanding lead position.
All in all , though , I enjoyed the
experience of working with a te am
that has the possibility of being
one of the best - and although the
work resulted in our missing the
cocktail parties, the Nassau su n in
midwinter helped make up. In fact,
the week after the races it became
very hot - 90° - and our biggest
problem was to find ice cream
trucks!
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Charlie Jefferson rode herd
on Bob Grossma n's 2-lite r
V6 Ferrari.
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Shelby and Miles.

Since LeMons starts are com:
Mecom (second from right) ,~some stolidy nonplussed Tea m

•i

Tim Moyer's Lotus 23B ran
well despite Skip Scott's attempts to see what makes
it tick!

col boys at work . . . Uwe Buehl . ..

Roy Heppenstall .. .

Janua ry/ February 1964
Dave Darren {rig ht} gets t he
word from a Champio n plug
tech nic ian that mice are not
responsib!e, wh ile J im Beattie o bviously ha s h is awn
ideas about that!
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Hanna' s Rene Bonnet gets
the Gilbert Ere ctor set treatme nt.

Gurney's winning VW.

c :..,p a ratively new to A. J. Foyt, John
• had him ga through rehearsal while
- -m Mecom members look on.

Those . lightweight
Grand
Sport Stingrays ra n fast and
well, causing many to conjecture what GT racing would
be like if GM really got into
racing full time.

and the Vees looked like this strung out over 4½ miles • •.

~

while this was about all anyone saw of Tim Mayer
putting up the finest drive of the week.
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E~oape lo

the trip ...

A cold, dreary December 4th did nothing to
dampen the spirits of 109 TGBC escapees who
gathered at Philadelphia's International Airport to board their personal BOAC Britannia
aircraft for Nassau and the International Speedweeks.
This trip was the culmination of months of
planning, and incidentally, was probably the
first and certainly the largest successful singlegroup flight of enthusiasts to travel south to
this annual international race event.
The flight south was perfect. After all, it could
hardly have been anything else! BOAC treated
all 109 TG BC trave le rs to a complete open
bar, and this, along with a magnificent fourcourse dinner, put everyone in the very best of
spirits. (No pun intended!)
Once the group had arrived a fleet of cars,
VW station wagons, and limousines transported
people and baggage to the Sheraton British
Colonial Hotel which was to be the Boosters'
Club headqu arters for the next four days. From
this point on the group was left to its own devices with rega rd to activities, and some of the
members started right in to enjoy themselves.
For instance, two Boosters managed to get
themselves arrested and locked up within the
first 12 hours on the island! Another pair found
themselves out in the sticks at a place called
Jungle Jim's and not having a rented car at
th ei r disposal, nor being able to find a ta xi at
3 am, they proceeded to rummage through cars
parked in the street. T hey had hoped to find
a set of keys in someone's ignition! Fortunately
a cab finall y hailed into view and they were
rolled into it and so back to the hotel.
Then later in the week one of the gang found
his rented Mini-Minor had developed engineitis.
After calling the rental office it was learned that
the mechanic had tied a bag on the night before,
and that he would have to be temporarily released from Her Majesty's Prison inorder to

I•
effect the repairs!
.
Sightseeing, skin-diving, water-skiing, shopping, and cocktail parties made up the round of
activities, other than the races themselves. And
not necessarily in that order! Everyone, but
everyone, brought back their duty-free gallon
of booze, and several Boosters made judicious
buys in the camera equipment line while in
Nassau.
One problem which aro~c was the extreme
shortage of rental cars available in Nassau during this week when the island is filled with
sports car people. Even scooters were scarce.
Tom Hillyer and Marv Cohen managed to get
th e last two scooters available, so the Hillyers
and Cohens traveled in comparative style while
the rest of the crowd laughed themselves helpless at Tom's attempts to master the balky little
two-wheeler!
During the course of the Sunday Nassau
Trophy race, commentator Art Peck mentioned
the Club on the PA system, so the group has
now gained a little international notoriety!
But, alas, it all had to come to an end. After
four most enjoyable days, wherein all present
discovered that the Nassau cocktail parties were
really as rumored - wonderful - that the racing was as rumored - secondary to the parties
- the 109 TGBC-ers left Nassau in almost as
high spirits as they had arrived.
Again BOAC did an excellent job, and despite
some rough weather toward the end of the trip,
the arrival in Philadelphia was uneventful. That
this first Escape to Nassau was a 100% success
was evidenced by more than a dozen and a half
people who wanted to make reservations for the
1964 Nassau Speedweeks during the flight home.
To those of you who were unable to go this
time, plan now for the 1964 event- we could
almost make book that the Boosters' Club will
fl y two planes the next time this is done!
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Nass·au Speedweeks racing is spread out over
a week's duration with most of the action taking
place toward the end of the week. The course
itself is a shocker. As one Booster aptly put it:
"It's nothing more than a glorified Vineland!"
And, indeed, that just about sums it up. Of all
international race events, Nassau draws nothing in the way of spectat'.lrs, therefore it is
a literal busman's holiday for the competitors.
The infield of this 4½-mile circuit is a mess
of discarded trash, beer cans, weeds and overgrown scrub. The vegetation grows wild and
restricts the infield view at many points around
the circuit. So much for the negative aspects.
The racing itself was great.
Of course the vanguard Shelby American
team was present with both AC-Cobras and the
Cooper-Ford King Cobras. John Mecom was
present with no less than seven Chevroletpowered cars, including the three lightweight
Grand Sport Stingrays; Midwest Nickey Chevrolet team fielded two Chevy-powered Cooper
Monacos; Charlie Kolb, normally Porsche
mounted, was entered to drive the much-modifie'd ex-Lloyd Ruby Lotus 19, now running with
Ford Cobra power and renamed the Harrison
Special; Dah Gurney was present with a Lotus
19-Ford; the North American Racing Team
entered two Ferraris to be driven by Pedro
Rodriguez (V12 3-liter), and Buck Fulp (V8
2.6-liter); also entered were two birdcage
Maseratis, now both sporting Ford power ; and
two new Chaparral cars from Texan Jim Hall's
stable; plus a flock of other assorted individually-entered machinery as well as the smaller
cars, which only last season were the dominant
force in North American racing, the Elva VIIs,
Porsche RS series, Lotus 23s, et al.
Spearheading the East Coast driving talent
were Bob Grossman, and Morrow Decker from
New York; Dave Darrin, NJ .; Dick Thompson,
Washington, D .C.; Bob Holbert, Roger Penske,
Uwe Buehl, Howard Hanna, Ray Heppenstall,
Tim Mayer, Otto Linton, Ed Hugus, all from
Pennsylvania.
At least the TOP GEAR Boosters' Club had
enough people from the East Coast to cheer on
and give their support to!
The first event of 1963's Tenth Annual International Speedweeks was held December 1st. In
the Tourist Trophy, for GT and Prototype cars,
Augie Pabst scored a fine win for the Mecom
Team in the (at present) only Lola-GT in captivity. This must have been a blow to the pride
of Ford since they now control the English
Lola concern, and are planning to produce the
lithe and low Lola GT coupe for competition.
Why? Well, Mecom had a Chevrolet engine
stuffed in the rear of the car instead of the
originally planned Ford engine.!
Following this opening event things quieted
down and the next activity was on Thursday,
the day following the TGBC arrival. Thursday
saw a m andatory practice session for all cars,
and races were programed for Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
Friday's racing opened with the muchheralded Grand Prix des Volkswagens, a 23lap, 103-mile race for both Formula Vees and
modified VW sedans. A total of 35 cars ( 17
Vees, 18 sedans) started, and after a drearily
dull event the checker saw Charlie Kolb bring
in the top-placed Vee with Dan Gurney likewise
doing the honors for the California EMPIentered VW sedan. With a 41/2-mile lap, these
cars just could not do any better than a 4-minute time per circuit, and an hour and a half of
this sort of thing makes you lose hope, interest
and whatever else you came to the track with.

But as we remarked earlier, Nassau is the only
place in automobile racing where the spectator
does not count, and the races, consequently, are
run for the fun of the drivers. A. J. Foyt drove
at least two-thirds of the race in Crocky Peterson's sedan, and afterward claimed he had had a
ball. It most likely gave him an opportunity to
scout the circuit and decide what he was going
to do in the Governor's Cup, which was to follow the GP des VW fiasco. ·
It is a tradition in 10 years of racing at Nassau that the winner of the Governor's Cup has
never taken the premier feature, Nassau Cup.
So all eyes were on the cars to determine who
would NOT be a winner the following Sunday.
After a grid start this 25-lap feature race settled down to a battle between A. J. Foyt and
Jim Hall. Foyt was in the Mecom Chevy-Scarab,
the last car built by the now-defunct Revetlow
racing organization; Hall was driving one of
his new fiberglass Chaparrals, this one sporting
a 327-inch Chevy engine. These two drew
steadily away from the Penske-Rodriguez-Pabst
trio who were driving GS Stingray-Ferrari-GS
Stingray cars respectively. Eventually the pace
began to tell and Hall ran out of brakes, causing
him to mow the back course shrubbery somewhat. Exit Hall , and onward Foyt.
Back in the pack east Coasters drove valiantly
and we ll. Penske pu t the lightweight 'Ray into
third spot, thoroughly va nquishing the regul ar
AC-Cobras; Dick Thompson in a similar car
placed sixth; Bob Grossman driving his Charlie
Jeffe rson- prepared 2-liter V6 Dino Ferrari
(rear-engined) scored first overall in under 2
liters and a solid seventh overall, Pittsburgh's
Ed Hugus climaxed a steady drive with first in
the 1600cc category and eighth overall, Uwe
Buehl also shone with his tenth overall in a
reliable but out-classed Porsche RSK.
During the Thursday practice session we had
seen Foyt play dirttrack-style, and even in the
Friday race he occasionally hung the tail of his
Scarab, but he was, in the main , polished and
steady, and that was what it took to win his
first major international sports car victory. Now
we knew who wouldn't win the Sunday main
event. Or so we thought!
After a series of minor races the following
day, in which Lillian Hanna won the ladies race
for VW sedans, the day was capped by a short
5-lap race for modified GT sports cars. The
King Cobras with Holbert and MacDonald up
were on the front row of the grid, Penske was
also present with his new Zerex-Chevy, Rodriguez again in the NART 3-liter prancing horse,
plus the rest of the gang. This was a short and
sweet ding-dong with Penske taking first spot,
while it could be seen that the King Cobras and
A. J. Foyt were going to have their hands full
the following day in stopping Rapid Roger.
Holbert managed to notch a second in this one,
and that was his week that was!
The Nassau Cup, run over 250 miles of the
rough and bumpy Oakes Field course, started
only 25 minutes late, which according to the
island's regulars, is some sort of a record in
itself! The day was hot and windy, and promised
to be a record average mark once it was all over.
Penske had done the fir st better-than-100 mph
lap in the Thursday practice sessions - 100.621
mph to be exact - and more of the same was
to be expected.
As Arch James dropped the flag on the Esso
Bridge, the Le Mans start got under way, with
one o-L the N ickey Chevrolet-Monacos getting
the jumpon the rest of the field. Charlie Hayes
blew his engine within the first 100 yards and
just managed to pull off to the side above the

the
races ...

bridge as the tailenders ro ared by. Canada's
Norm Namerow also suffered expensive engine
trouble in the first lap when his Genie-Ford
expired within minutes of the start.
As the leaders came around on the first lap it
was a mess of blue as the King Cobras and
Mecom cars blasted by the pits with Penske
ahe ad by a couple of lengths. The Zerex-Chevy
continued to pull away from the rest of the
field until the 20th lap when his water hose gave
out. Hall once again laid in second place after
a few laps, and Foyt, MacDonald, Rodriguez
came close behind . Surprise at this stage of the
race was Ray Heppenstall who was right up
there with the leaders in his Cooper MonacoFord and who at one point in the proceedings
was even running in fourth place!
By lap 30 Foyt had taken the lead, driving a
stead y race with onl y a trace of his earlier elbows-waving-tail-out coming through now and
again. Rodriguez, Gurney, Hudson and Mayer
tagged along, and Holbert, who went out on lap
5 with a broken front end, was back in the pack
having taken over Heppenstall's car some time
before. Though not in the first ten at this point,
the Warrington VW dealer was seen pushing
hard to get up to the leaders.
Gurney went out around lap 31 with a broken
suspension unit - that rough Oakes Field was
taking its toll. Lap 34 saw Penske withdraw,
and Foyt continued on his merry way. Pit area
spectators were treated to the sight of a race
engine blowing up when George Reed's FerrariF ord did same going through the high-speed
straight leading under the Esso Bridge. There
was smoke everywhere and scant seconds following the big bang four cars vanished into the
cloud, also at high speed. Fortunately everything worked out all right, and Reed was able
to get his car to the side of the track without
further incident. Another such incident occurred
. to one of the Simca Abarth coupes as it was
being given the checker - again a dense clo·ud,
but by then the race was over.
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Howard Hanna's
better-half,
Lillian, ;ust
beats Chuck
Hayes' betterhalf, Marian, in
the VW Sedan
category of the
Ladies' Race.

'
A. J. Fayt dispelled the critics
with his twin
wins at Nassau.

Dick Stockton
supervises the
preparation of
Gurney' s Lotus

XIX powered
by Ford

Team Mecom's not-so-normal Stingray!

Gurney and Heppensta/1 do the publicity bit.

When Arch James dropped the checker at the
end of 250 miles, A J. Foyt became the first
driver to win both the Governor's and Nassau
Cups in the same week; he showed most of us
that a driver is a driver, regardless of the type
of car he drives; and it also brought to light
the fact that the Anglo-American combination
of chassis and engine will be the thing to beat
in the coming season.
Almost unnoticed throughout the whole race
was the brilliant drive put up by Tim Mayer,
Dalton,- Pa., who placed his diminutive Lotus
23 B ( 1800cc Cosworth-Ford) in third overall
behind Foyt and Rodriguez. This was truly the
drive of the race and it remains to be seen if
Mayer will continue with the smaller-engined
car through the major part of the 1964 season.

He is certainly the man to watch in future bigtime races. Other Penjerdel drivers who did well,
but not well enough were Holbert in the Heppenstall car, ninth overall, and Ed Hugus, 12th
overall.
And so ended the Nassau Speedweeks. On the
plus side the TGBC trip gave most of us the
color & glamor of international racing, plus the
opportunity to rub elbows with some of the
greats and near-greats in our favorite sport.
It certainly was an unforgettable four days, even
although the overriding impression was, that if
it weren't for the parties and the Nassau vacation
activities, the races themselves would have fallen flat. On the negative side was the disappointing impression the Oakes Field made on

most of us. Naturally it would be unwise to
spend money on a circuit which is not going
to draw a heavy spectator turnout, and it seems
unlikely that Nassau will ever do this, but still,
the mess and litter is surely unnecessary.
Plans are under consideration to do something to the road surface of the track itself.
Certainly the high speeds which are attained
on the Nassau circuit would seem to indicate
that a complete resurfacing, at the very least,
would be needed, if only for safety's sake.
Some of the big-bore cars looked to be quite a
handful for the unfortunate drivers. And that
Grand Prix of Volkswagens . . . better to run
another modified sports car race, or something
else . .. but, please, Red Crise, no more Volkswagens!
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To Whom It May Concern
(even if it doesn't really)
By WOODY YOUNG
Speedweeks 1963!! A ball!! Us
freeloaders arrived on the Bahama
Star to be greeted by our stumpyfooted leader Tex Ashe, King of
the Freeloaders ... thank you Tex
for two weeks of parties and five
days of complete confusion . . .
accommodations were the most;
the course, all four and a half miles
of it, the worst . .. parties every
night, but we survived all but the
Governor's Ball (my tuxedo was
obsolete but ready!) . . . TOP
GEAR came through with a cockta il party at the Sheraton British
Colonial but ten days of partying
discourages even some of us freeloaders . . . about the night life,
a nd there's plenty of that . . .
George Symoneite singing at Blackbeard's Tavern in the evening and
A ndre T oussaint in the afternoon,
were both marvelous . . . at the
Sloppy Joe Lounge Blind Blake's
Trio also bombed them . . . and
Le Fin, with Charlie Charlie, got
going after 3: 00 a.m. when things
start developing down there! . . .
one of our mob applauded so enthusiastically he received free
drinks wherever he went! . . . the
sightseeing was also colorful, and
the native market abounded in
sights, sounds and smells .. . Nassau, the capital of New Provide nce, is really quite fascinating;
the piers afford one the opportun ity to watch native fishermen
expertly axe, knife and extract live
conch (a large shellfish much ·like
a snail but big enough to be held
in two ha nds), dice them and sell
sa me raw to be eaten for about
20¢ . . . delicious, but you have
to be a seafood afficionado . . . if
you want to gamble, go to Freeport, Grand Bahama .. . and the
races .. . well they just seem to be
entirel y incidental to the whole
week, but after all, you have to do
, something toward the end of the
week ! . . . I rented a scooter, but
it wasn't too practical since it vibrated so much that I kept spill-

ing my beer when I would put it
on the platform to do a twohanded downshift! . . . of course
you could rent a Volkswagen (unGurney type), or something else
. . . or walk . . . after the twomile drive to Oakes Field, the gate
personnel greet you with a cheery ,
"Morning Guv'nor", and you bash
through to your post at the Goodyear pylons . . . from there you
can see the race sights beautifull y
. . . unfortunately the girl watching was not up to snuff anywhere
on the island except at the course,
so-00-00 . . . Lillian Hanna won
th e VW Ladies race against her
father Howard's, wishes . .. spoke
to Dan Gurney, also chatted with
Moss who refused a local brew
Pa uli Girl beer, saying, "I wouldn 't
put that stuff in my stomach, old
boy! " . . . he seems to be back to
super-normal . . . Shelby got himself married pre-Speedweeks, by
flying to London (England, that
is, not Julie) . . . Roger Panske,
grim as usual, eked in a few points,
but Keely Smith out-beautied him
. . . ABC-TV and CBS-TV, along
wi th a Canadian gang, descended
on the track Sunday, after using up
a lot of drinking space at the Emerald Beach party a pair of nights
before . . . A. J. Foyt went on
film with Moss ... and the Houston ace batted 1.000 winning two
out of two . . . local boy Bob
Holbert had unusual bad luck in
ha,v•ing both ti•re problems and a
steering link failure, the latter,
th ank goodness, happening at a
slow bend . . . and every so ofter
one of those rowdy TGBC people
wou ld elbow their way to the fore!
Co ncern ing the TOP GEAR
Bash to Nassau, all I heard was
RAVE, RAVE, RAVE!!! " Let's
do it again!" " Perfect! ", etc . . . .
a word of warning, however, be
sure to bring along a load of sleep
with you because you sure wo n't
get it down there!

Mecom crew
investigates
Roger Penske' s
Cooper-Zerex
on his first
pit-stop while

leading th e
Nass au Cup
field ••.

••• repairs the
burst water hose;
after Penske
checks the job
the rear deck is
zipped down and
to the strains of
a TV accompaniment Roger roars
off to rejoin the
fray.

Only spectators were allowed in the pit area!!
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JOHN HOLMES

and

HANK THORP

take pleasure in announcing that

HOLMES THORP, INC.
IMPORTED CAR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

have opened their new facilities
in Fort Washington, Pa.

In addition to a complete line of Replacement Parts for
Imported Cars, Holmes Thorp can supply the Competition
Enthusiast with the most complete stock of SCCAapproved BMC Options in the country. Racing, Camshafts, Limi ted Slip Differentials, Vandervell Bearings,
Borg & Beck Competition Clutches, Demar Alloy Knockoff Di sc Wheels, plus many other items too numerous
to mention.

Next Day Delivery via United Parcel Service

HOLMES THORP, INC.
431 Bethlehem Pike, Fort Washington, Pa.
(215) Ml 6-9450

Comment

Th is column will concern itself
with amateur sports car racing in
this area and how it is affected by
national SCCA policies, pro racing,
anti other factors. We'll presen1
facts, draw conclusions, and express opinions. Our aim is to make
racing better by having better-informed drivers who help make the
rules they race under. The author
is a driver you might know, and
rhis colum n is dedicated to the
amateur driver.

East Coast tracks, and for that
matter, East Coast sports car racing, obviou sly could use a shot in
the arm. Bu t Westport just killed
the hopes of our local tracks and
the local drivers with their rece nt
decision to have the Divisional
runoffs at Riverside, California.
Although the East Tennessee Region was the first to formally propose the idea, nobody really expected them to get the race. But
Riverside, while not ,a bad track,
certainly isn't centrally located, and
doesn't need another big name
race. Even regional s out there
pull crowds!
The East is ruled out because of
weather. The Divisional races
themselves run into late fall because of conflicting race dates,
though this could be corrected.
With an earlier runoff date we
might even be the hosts some year.
I queried a few drivers on what
they thought about this whole
scene and their comments were all
the sa me. Although it means a
long and tiring tow out in uncertain
weather, the chief objection was
that in one race anything could
happen - one race doesn't really
prove anything. As you know, Divisional entry fees will have to be
increased to give the qualified drivers expense money.
Now the real problem is, will
th e big modified boys stay away
from th e Divisiona/.1· because of the
increase in entry fee? l think very
few are interested in the Riverside
runoff itself, even if they qualified .
So why not go to a Regional for
less dough ? This is just one more
reason for the modified field to be
poor beyond belief at the Nationals
this coming year.
The Nationals have lost their
importance because of the SCCA/
FIA Opens and the USRRC Races.
A race is a race unless you are
actively goi ng for a championsh ip.
Apparently no body in the big
modified cl asses really valued th e
title. Roger Penske won his tit le
by winnin g two Nationals (con-

venient to home) against fields of
one other car and three other cars
respectively. Worse yet, three Nationals had no D modifieds, and
two fielded one each! One competitor took his championship with
two second places!
What does all this mean to you?
- your Bazooka V-9 runs in H
production (a sme winner) and
what's an extra few bucks?
Well, for one thing it further
deflates the importance of the National. Westport recently referred
to the national racing program as
the backbone of SCCA racing.
What a laugh! The SCCA / FIA
Ope n at Laguna Seca drew 80,000
for the weekend. All TEN Nationals drew only 13 2,000 but the
killer is Lime Rock and Bridgehampton, both of which suffered
poor paid attendances. These are
the tracks we depend on! (The
situation at Vineland is well
known, a problem -which we'll
cover separately.)
Secondly, doesn't the runoff
somehow kill the original idea of
the Divi,ional Championship being
a local sort of thing ? Now you're
National Divisional Champion, is
that better than a National Champion? How about a runoff between
the National Champion and the
National Divisional Champion at
say Kent, Washington, or maybe
even Waikiki Beach? Maybe some
drivers would rather just be Divissional champion of their own division and leave the chasing around
to the hotshot who wants to spend
the time as well as the ,money that
the National Championships demand. Maybe we can get the Nationals to mean something again
to drivers, spectators, and track
owners!
Next time we'll discuss the two
proposals which were recently defeated. Few people seemed informed as to what proposal # 1
was trying to accomplish. The
other had 65 % of the votes cast,
but was defeated. They'll come up
again so let's know more about
them next time.
If you can convince your Regional Contest Board Chairman to
have open Contest Board Meetings, they can be valuable. Hank
Thorp started them in the NNJ
Region and they have been a success. Some hints: Keep discussions
general. Don't tolerate a lot of
babble about items that are clearly
covered in the GCR. Don't allow
a driver-vs.-flagman debate as to
what the flags ought to be!. Hold
the meeting at a pub and invite
pretty girls. It can't miss!
-
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IN0Y 500
Join us on this one-day flying
trip to the famed Speedway Classic, May 30th, Memorial Day.
Fly from Philo. Intl. Airport to
Indy, return same day. Breakfast and dinner on our own private airliner. Reservations close
March 10th.
All-incl. fare includes rd. trip,
Speedway seats, etc.

~

MORE NASSAU

Augie Pabst, Lola GT

Charlie Kalb's Harrison Special
Bob Holbert barely
conceals his disappointment at the
King Cobra having
DNF'd so early,
as he walks with
Tom Fleming to
take over t he Howe
Sound Cooper Ford
from Heppensta/1,
Holbert managed a
9th overall.

The trip of the year! 24 days
in Europe, including 5 days in
Paris, 5 days in Landon-plus
•
•
•

Le Mans 24 Hours
Frer ch Grand Prix (Fl)
British Grand Prix (Fl)

This wonderful trip includes touring on our own private transcontinental bus fleet thru Germany, Belgium and Holland, to
England. Visit Daimler-Benz and
Porsche factories, plus many
other additional attractions too
numerous to mention. Reservations close April 30th .
Com plete trip , all-inc lusive for
24 days

Uwe Buehl, Class 2nd and 10th OA in Governor's Cup,

Round tri p only (to Pari s, return

from

London-no

pa rtial

t our arrang em e n ts o r h o t e l ac co mm o datio n s)

For TGBC info, write:
TGBC, Box 482
Warminster, Pa.

Gordon Butler's not,so-~ightweight Stingray! -Check Page 18.

BURDUMY RENAULT
4000 N. Broad St.
Phila., Pa.
(215) BA 6-2729
UWE BUEHL
37 14 Germantown Pike
Col:egeville, Pa.
(215) HU 9-2133
COUNTY CARS
294 E. Baltimore Ave.
Media, Pa.
(215) GR 4-5146
DANIEL CORNWELL
1811 Lenape Rd.
West Cheste r, Pa.
(215) SW 3-1956
GLENSIDE TRIUMPH
758 N. Easton Rd.
Glenside, Pa.
(215) TU 7- 9070
HAVERFORD SPORT MOTOR
519 W. Lancaster Ave.
Wayne, Pa.
(215) LA 5-6500
HUGGLER & HUGGLER
226 E. Lancaste r Ave.
Wayne, Pa.
(215) MU 8-0603
HILLTOP AUTOMOTIVE
1322 Tulane Rd .
Wilmington, Del.
(302) PO 4-8804
KEYSTONE MOTORS
535 E. Lancaster Ave.
Berwyn, Pa.
(215) NI 4-5878
LITTLE FOREIGN CAR SHOP
533 Vine St.
Freeland, Pa.
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In this first Conversation Piece of chinery, and changes in the equip1964 we have gathered three p,uple ment. I don't feel we have gotten
who have considerable experience away from the club events. We
in sports car racing, both past and still have these, arid they probably
present. Senior citizen of this group make up about 90% of the racing
is East Coast personality, Lawrence that goes on. But there are so
"Woody" Young, who can lay claim many more people involved now,
to a racing background going back and another thing is the fact that
to the late 30s, when as a member everything changes so quickly. One
of the now-defunct Automobile year you are on top and the folRacing Club of America he raced lowing year you can be obsolete.
a variety of machinery at several .TOP GEAR - One change which
of the then-current courses and has been for the better, even
circuits on the East Coast; Bill though the actual mechanics of
Baker, our own staff photographer, operation are not to everyone's
former SCCA member and MGA satisfaction, is the manufacturers'
driver in local club events in the support program. Do you feel that
mid-50s; and last but by no means this has been a help or hindrance,
least, current USRRC Champ Bob Bob?
Holbert .
HOLBERT - Well, I can't see
The subject, Past and Present.
where they have too much connection with th e club events, but T am
sure they a re not hurting us any in
th at respect. Generally the manufacturers seem to be making improvements which they have found
through racing experience to have
been necessary. T believe they have
been a big help if anything, and it
appears to me that they are quite
cooperative.
TOP GEAR - The Sports Car YOUNG - Tt seems to me that
Club of America was founded in there are many more limitations
February of 1944 and from a small nowadays, but with regard to
band of seven people the club has courses I believe things are imgrown in almost 20 years to a proving.
national organization of some
BAKER About the manufac14,000 members. In the early days
of SCCA's existence the club's main turers' participation , I'm inclined
function was to develop an interest to agree with Bob. Their assistance
has been of real value, and if you
in the automobile as an individual
thing, its preservation and dissemi- just take a look at any of the factory option lists you can see there
nation of knowledge concerning it.
is
so much available to one who
Nowadays SCCA's chief claim to
wants to go racing. Actually, you
fame is the fact that it is the nacan go just about as far as you
tional sanctioning body for sports
want to - the sky is the limit becar racing. Back in the early days
cause options are available, and
road racing took place on roads
the way ahead is wide open what
which were temporarily closed to
with the current SCCA regulations.
the public by prior arrangement,
TOP
GEAR - Woody, you have
·and this is in contrast to today's
the longest background in actual
trend wherein almost all road racracing. When did you actually
ing takes place on circuits designed
expressly for the purpose of auto- start?
YOUNG Back in 1938, and
mobile speed competition . Tn review, then, what would you say although it sounds kind of idiotic
now, I ran an Austin Nippy then.
are the chief differences in racing
I also had two midgets, one of
today compared with the early days
which I drove only once - quite
of the sport, or even the period
disastrously!
'
prior to the founding of SCCA?
BAKER - I believe one of the TOP GEAR - Who was the sanctioning body for racing then?
biggest changes, at least noticeable
YOUNG-Well, the midgets were
to me, is that there is not quite so
dirt track style cars and we ran
much of a fun outlook on the sport
under AAA - American Automoas there used to be. There is more
blie Association. The Nippy I ran
of a keen competitive sense being
in road races under ARCA reguladeveloped, and I don't necessarily
tions, that was the old Automobile
mean a do-or-die attitude. This
Racing Club of America. T he
probably has something to do with
whole background of this group is
our own times, the increasing
covered pretty well in John Ruemechanization and automation,
ter's book American Road Racing.
things of that kind.
HOLBERT - Things are different The Collier brothers, Barron, Sam
from ten years ago. Today we have and Miles, were instrumental in
a whole lot more people interested getting this group started. I never
in the sport, and a lot more people knew Barron, but I have raced
involved in it. We have made an against Miles and Sam at an old
awful ht of progress in the ma- venue called Alexandria Bay in

New York. Not very well, I'm
afraid, but it was fun.
TOP GEAR - Looking back on
those days, what would you say is
your most vivid memory?
YOUNG - H'mm. Probably the
sophistication of the machinery.
There were all kinds of cars, from
home-built single-seaters with hopped up Ford V8s in them to Alfa
Romeos, Maseratis, and even several Bugattis. That was a real machine, now! There were examples
of each with single-cam and twincam engines.
BAKER - And for this country at
that time these were highly sophisticated!
YOUNG - Oh, my goodness, I'll
say so. Ac,tually I borrowed the
word sophisticated from Stirling
Moss' reference to the Lotus 29s
of today. But these Bugatti engines
were just beautiful. Mind you; our
efforts at tuning were largely quite
amateur, and on the home-builts
the suspension was definitely amateur, but the fun was there!
TOP GEAR - On the fun aspect,
Woody. Do you think this has substantially changed?
YOUNG - No, not really. This
sport is like any other, if you want
to do it, you just go ahead and do
it. And you go into it as deeply as
you feel you ought to. At least,
that's my considered opinion. Bob,
have you ever run on ice?
HOLBERT - No, I never got into
that phase of things.
YOUNG - Well, I have, and ice
racing is probably the oddest of
any kind of motorsport there is.
I have run at Franconia, in New
Hampshire, and several other
places. Nearby Lake Naomi in the
Poconos runs ice races after the
first of January every year. A lot
of people think ice racing is a
pretty weird sport, but as I said
before, it's all a matter of what
you like.
BAKER I'll go along with
Woody. The individual gets out of
this, or any other sport, what he
puts into it. It's up to oneself
wheth er it will be fun or whether
you'll find yourself walked on.
HOLBERT -Yes, I feel that way.
1f a driver is not out to have a good
time he doesn't belong there . T here
is fun in getting the car ready, the
preparation, an_d everything else,
along with driving a race.
TOP GEAR - And you feel this
is true even though you are running
more or less in the big leagues
now?
HOLBERT - Well, yes, l would
say so. I run because I enjoy it.
If it were otherwise, I wouldn't
be running!
TOP GEAR Bob, you have
been racing since 1952, this makes
11 years of active competition.
What motivated you to get into

January / February 1964
road racing?
HOLBERT - I don't know myself,
so I can't really tell you. Back in
those days the sports car movement was just beginning to pick
up momentum here in the States,
and at the first two or three events
I attended as a spectator, I remember the equipment fascinated me.
T he cars were small, and they
could go. I know that it occurred
to me it might be something different to drive one of these sports
cars and I eventually found myself
in an MG TD. Actually, back then
you didn't have to do anything
formal. You joined the club, you
drove the car to a race, and you
raced. That's about all there was
to it, it was that simple.
BAKER - I don't think your backside knows it has been anywhere
until you have driven clear to
Thompson and back! That's the
way it used to be because the Glen,
and Thompson in Connecticut, were
about the only places to run.
YOUNG Did you ever run
Brynfann Tyddn, Bob?
HOLBERT - Sure, I remember
that one very well.
BAKER - I guess one of your first
and biggest wins was scored at
Brynfann.
HOLBERT It probably was.
And I certainly surprised myself
as much as anyone else! That must
have been about the third time out
for me, and it was one· of the first
times I had finished in an MG race.
In those days there were plenty of
marque races and, since the MG
was the most popular, we'd end up
with 20 or more cars in a race.
Shortly after that, say 1954 or so,
there would be two MG events on
a program because so many MGs
were turning out to have a go.
YOUNG Did you ever run
against Dave Ash and Fred Windridge?
HOLBERT - Yes. Thinking back
now, the very first race I fini shed
was up at Thompson. It certainly
was a funny experience! I got up
there, and I was absolutely green
at this racing thing. I had been
there the year before but never
made the race because the car
broke down just before the event.
So anyway, I'm up there in time
for practice and all, and when
it came time for the MG race they
didn't have a place for me on the
grid. Naturally, I asked one of the
officials where I was supposed to
be, and on checking his list he
didn't have a spot for me. But he
did find out that I had sent in an
entry, so after apologies all around
they decided that the best they
could do would be to place me in
back of the pack. Well, the race
started , and when it was all over
I found that my start from the
back resulted in a first overall!
TOP GEAR - In the December
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TOP GEAR we published the picture of that race Bob, and it showed
you on the way to your first win.
YOUNG - The starter for these
Thompson races used to be Sherwood Johnson, and he usually ran
in the feature race. I'd say Sherwood outweighed Holbert, wouldn't you, Baker?
BAKER - By at least three times!
HOLBERT - And he's not getting
any smaller, either! I think Bill
Spear and Johnson would both
block any major traffic artery!
BAKER - Spear was the darndest
guy for driving and shifting that
big four-nine Ferrari of his. He
never used the clutch and he never
missed a shift. That thing must
have gone about 8000 every time
and he was just as quick as a wink
when he shifted.
TOP GEAR -We had three active
fellows on the hillclimb circuit on
Conversation Piece recently . Have
any of you done any hillclimbing?
I know Bob has.
BAKER - I ran Duryea a couple
of times.
YOUNG - And I took a second
at Hyner running a Dauphine
agai nst a VW. Then there was the
thrill of it all when I lost a wheel at
Duryea's third turn a year or two
back. But I'd rather hear Bob's
opinion on this.
HOLBERT - I have enjoyed the
few climbs I have been on, but
the way things have been going
the last few years I just have not
had the time. There has usually
been a conflict of dates.
YOUNG - I read that piece where
the magazine had the climbers , and
Steve Elfenbein and Al Loquasto
who both ran pretty high in the
standings, compared the hill route
with road racing. How would you
compare them, Bob?
HOLBERT - I really can't say
that there is a comparison here.
They are two entirely different
areas. In a hill event you have to
do as much preparation as for a
race, and you only get two or three
shots at it. Running hills takes a
lot of experience to be any good
at it. I have always found that if
you go out and charge up the hill
you may think you are going fast,
but you will actually be going quite
slowly as far as the watch is concerned. You have to go up smoothly and just not make any mistakes
at all for your time to be consistently good.
TOP GEAR - A few minutes ago
we touched lightly on the subject
of amateur status as opposed to
running nationally. Bob, since you
have gone the whole route would
you like to comment on your
experiences with the Shelby team?
HOLBERT -As for benefits, running with a team, a factory team
that is, has certainly taken a load

off my shoulders. The biggest part
of racing for me has been the preparation of the car. Running the
Porsche independeritly as I was
doing was getting to be a problem
from the time standpoint alone.
So my connection with the Shelby
Cobra team came as a good thing
for me. Now all I have to worry
about is getting to the race. The
cars are always there, and of
course, they are ready to go, usually. We've had a very satisfactory
association this past season and I
personally have enjoyed it a lot.
YOUNG - How many weekends
did you run in 1963?
HOLBERT - I really didn't count
them, but it seems to me like
every other week, and in September we went out five weekends in
a row! We were running at least
every month, and some months
twice. Except January, that is,
when we did not race at all. One
big problem is getting your equipment out to a track. I could make
it on my own at weekends, and I
can get away from the business
only on Saturdays and Sundays,
and that's it. This way, the equipment transportat ion is taken care
of, and this is a major item.
TOP GEAR - Getting back to
remm1scences, especially about
course conditions. You have all
raced at one time or another on
several tracks. Have you noticed
improvements in course conditions
and road surfaces, or do you feel
that most of the improvements have
come through engineering innovations that have been worked into
the cars through the years?
HOLBERT - I believe that improvements have come as a matter
of course, and they have been in
all phases, track efficiency, officiating, circuit layouts, safety, and
so on. This is also true of the cars
themselves. Almost everything has
shown an improvement each year,
all along the line.
TOP GEAR -Would you say that
the trend to closed road circuits as
opposed to running on public roads
is better from both driver and
spectator standpoints?
HOLBERT - Today we do not
have much choice, what with the
number of entries, the types of cars
we have running, and the number
of spectators it is now possible to
draw. It is impossible to run effective crowd control on an open road
circuit. Take the recent Fairmount
Park proposition. It has been talked
up every few years, and while it
would make an ideal road circuit,
I don't think they could possibly
control the crowds.
BAKER How about fences,
maybe barbed wire, or something
that would be people-proof?
HOLBERT - This
would
be
pretty tough to do around a threemile circuit, especially in a location

which would draw large numbers
of spectators.
TOP GEAR - Recently quite a
lot has been made of the new
science of circuit design. For instance, there is the Dutchman
Hugenhlotz, who is quite an artist
in this respect. Do you think there
is much more improvement in circuit design?
HOLBERT - That's a tough question. No matter who designs a road
circuit, and no matter how well it
is done, you are going to find
some drivers who will not like the
finished result. There will be differences of opinion about it. And
anyway, we don't want a standardized design. But yes, there have
been improvements through the
years in the circuits, most of them
toward increasing the safety margins.
YOUNG - Take the one true
road course in our area, Reading.
It is 40% airport and 60% true
roads, with the types of hazards I
think true road racing should have
included. Last year, however, a
couple of cars ran into telephone
poles. This year Walt Hansg~n was
an observer for the possibility that
this will be a national event venue
in '64. Depending on his recommendations, I think the filling of
a couple of culverts and some of
the road area being widened, I
think this could remain as a true
road circuit. And accordingly, the
driver should be alert to the circuit
he is running on HOLBERT - That may be true,
Woody, but we are getting so many
people into the sport that even with
drivers' schools and so on, the
courses have to be set up with a
view to safety. If only to protect
the amateurs from themselves! Let's
not have a telephone pole in the
wrong place, you know. But I do
agree with you that we started out
with the natural road hazards as
part of the driving. Nowadays, to
protect the novices these kind of
hazards just have to be eliminated.
YOUNG - In a recent issue of
Sports Car the point was made that
not all C modified cars were as
fast as some others, so how can
you eliminate the less adept, say,
from the seasoned drivers.
HOLBERT - This is pretty hard
to do, grade drivers. The newcomer, or even one and two-year
men have to get experience somewhere. Everyone is a beginner at
some point, and he is just going to
have to race against experienced
drivers in the normal course of
things. This really isn't a great
hazard. The experienced driver, I ,
feel, should look out for the beginners and vice versa. As far as the
speed potential of different cars
on a course, well, this has to be
regulated to a certain extent so you
don't get cars together which have
shch a difference between them.
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BAKER - Well, they try to take
care of this sort of thing 'in SCCA
production classification on the performance basis, and as you know
it goes up and down. In this respect
I think the attempt at equalization
is being made. But I think Woody
was talking about driver ability.
Ours is like any other sport. Some
people are better coordinated than
others and this in itself is probably the root of the problem.
YOUNG - Well, last season we
saw too often the Corvettes being
chewed up · by a little Lotus Super
7. The 'vettes can hardly see these
little Lotuses. And this is a car
performance difference.
HOLBERT For this coming
year this sort of thing will not be
any longer because they have
divided these cars, and it was
needed because this was a hazard
in itself. Also there is the matter
of spectator appeal. Of course, if
there would be all experienced
drivers it would be no problem.
TOP GEAR - Bob, you are the
only one here who has run almost
every big-time circuit in the country. If you were going to be asked
to lay out a course, or advise on
the design of one, what qualities
would you try to incorporate?
HOLBERT - There are many
courses which I do like, and there
are a few that I feel it would be
very hard to improve on. Basically,
you do not want too many turns,
too tight -turns and too short a
lap distance. Quite a number of
courses have made some or all of
these mistakes.
YOUNG - What about Elkhart?
HOLBERT - Elkhart is beautiful.
Its layout and everything about it.
But I don't consider it one of my
favorites. Look at it closely and
you'll find too many 90 degree
turns, at least 85 % of the turns
are like that. Everything else about
the place is fine , but these turns!
You need a course which gives you
some up and down in it, where you
are possibly going over the crest of
a hill and into a turn . Turns of
various speeds, say above 50 and
up to 120, or so. I personally feel
that the turns which are driven
around 80, 90 or even 100 mph
can separate the drivers.
BAKER - Which course is your
current favorite?
HOLBERT I think the one
course which has all of this is
Mosport, in Canada. It's about
2½ miles, and just about ideal in
every respect.
TOP GEAR - What is your ideal
course lap?
HOLBERT Well, about three
miles, I think. That seems to work
out well for me.
TOP GEAR - Why is this?
HOLBERT Actually anything
over two miles is fine with me, but

TOP GEAR
any course made today has to k'eep
the spectator in mind. And anyway, with safety control, crowd
control, communications and so
on, a five or six mile course is
just too costly to operate. On the
other hand a two to three mile
circuit means that the local region
or local club personnel can usually
man it quite well.
YOUNG While talking about
courses, how about VIR? And
Nurburgring?
HOLBERT - I never ran the 'ring,
only Le Mans, and that's a big
nothing. It's really a manufacturer's
spectacle. But VIR has, I think, a
real fine layout. It is a good course,
and if it had been laid out in a
populated area, and was well managed, it could probably be one of
the top courses in the country.
BAKER It reminds me very
much of Valley Forge Park, with
all the greenery around and everything. Maybe we should put it on
a trailer ... !
YOUNG Bob, you have run
Daytona, have you not?
HOLBERT - Sure. On both the
infield and the oval.
YOUNG - That appears to me to
be a pretty difficult course. Is it?
HOLBERT It is even more
difficult th an it appears to be. I
am sure a lot of people feel that
those banked turns are something
anyone can go around, but at
speed they are very deceiving. You
have to get into the banking properly, and then you have to maintai n the right line all the way
through even to the point of coming out.
TOP GEAR - Does the unnatural
position bother you?
HOLBERT - It exaggerates so
much in the speed differential. I
mean, 100 mph is nothing! You
just have to treat it with respect
and feel your way around the first
few times. As I say, it is not as
easy as it looks, believe me.
YOUNG Actually, when you
look right at it, the only thing
around us was Brynfann Tyddn,
but it was so narrow.
HOLBERT-There again, Woody,
is another example of our machinery having outgrown the course.
It's just not practical to run today's hot cars on a track like Brynfann. Too many of them get banged
up.
YOUNG You have a point
there. But today's club racing
j'ust doesn't seem to me to be what
it should be. In England they seem
to have a great many club races
and it seems that many more
people are involved . Can anyone
tell me just why they have regional,
divisional and national events?
HOLBERT - Well, the way I see
it, the regional is just like a local
club event. Basically, that is.

YOUNG - But everyone wants to
go national. Where does it get
them?
·
HOLBERT - Yes, that's true. But
I don't think everyone should.
In many cases it would be better
for a club or group to stay regional.
BAKER - It's natural, really.
Everyone wants to play with the
big boys, and in this respect I feel
a lot of the old fashioned fun has
gone out of the thing.
HOLBERT - Somehow, I feel we
have to get away from the three
levels regional, divisional and
nation al. Perhaps two would be
sufficient. And it should be according to the region putting on the
show.
YOUNG - I keep listening and
th ey say Nocco is not making out
with sports car events at Vineland.
It's been in this rag recently, so I
guess I'm quoting an official
source!
HOLBERT - Yes, that's what I
hear. He is hurting. But it could
also be a matter of being overraced. They say Nocco is crying
the blues, but you can only run
just so many events at one course
in a year, and stay successful. This
is largely why it is tough for anyone, or any group, to decide to
build a course today. With the large
investment it takes you really can't
just build them for road racing.
BAKER - And only decide to use
them a couple of times a year.
YOUNG - You guys may think
l'm thumping for Reading, but this
is one place I feel that could be a
great training course. In the East,
anyway. It's a combination, and
thi s is something that could build
driver experience.
HOLBERT - But, Woody, you've
got the problem of setting up the
place. After all, it's not a permanent circuit. If they are going to
run one event a year, they might
as well go for broke and run it as
a national, since this is the top, so
to speak, right now.
YOUNG -Maybe I said it wrong,
but I do think Reading in particular
would make a great proving ground.
HOLBERT - It would. But in the
same respect we have to get away
from these classifications. If SCCA
is going to put on an event at
Reading, what difference does it
make whether it is a nation al, regional or what-have-you? Right
now a national sanction seems to
be the thing.
BAKER - I feel that it is purely
for the local region 's personal
prestige. Philadelphia Region in
particular has never had a national
event, yet it has provided road
racing with the greatest selection
of talent.
YOUNG - Well, the divisional
business. I recall at a national
SCCA meeting this m atter was

brought up by the West Coast because they felt they were being
neglected.
BAKER - I for one think they
had a legitimate claim!
HOLBERT - Yes, because all the
nationals are run in the East.
WOODY - But if they do have a
national at Reading, who in the
hell is going to come from the
West Coast? Forget the idea of
naming it a national, I say.
TOP GEAR - The idea of having
a national champion for class, to
be decided in a runoff between
divisional champions, is one which
has been mooted recently, and I
believe the first event of this nature is going to be held on the
West Coast. This is sure to bring
a loud squawk from the East
Coasters! Possibly the country
could be divided into four geographical areas, and develop the
area class championship events as
a little USRRC. Maybe more areas
would be better, six or seven, maybe eight. Then the runoff race
could be a big thing each year on
one of the top tracks in the country. But the main thing -to do
would be to circulate it. To get
back to the regional and divisional
thing. I feel Bruce Jennings is a
case in point. Here is a fellow
who is happy to stay at the divisional level, and Bruce does not
run all that many national events.
Only the ones in this area, the
East Coast. But he does turn up at
all the divisionals and a good many
of the regionals.
BAKER - Well, now, Jennings is
a guy that just likes to drive. He's
perfectly content doing this , and
I'm sure he is in it for the fun. If
he gets in the points or he finishes
high up, that's the frosting on the
cake for him.
TOP GEAR -This whole point is
mainly a case of driver attitude.
So many people feel that they have
to try harder, do better and aspire
to get into something bigger, better,
faster, or whatever. For instance,
Woody and Bill, you are ex-racers.
Why did you get out of the sport?
BAKER - After setting an MGA
altitude record at Vineland coming
out of the oval I became financially
embarrassed! That was in 1958.
YOUNG - Well, I got too fat to
fit into a car! Actually, George
Valentine drove my Morgan so
damned fast that I was ashamed
to ever get into it again? He showed me how to put it into a corner.
I really drove too slowly!
HOLBERT - What's a Morgan?
YOUNG - That's enough out of
you, young feller!
TOP GEAR - Looking ahead for
a moment, what do you gentlemen
feel we have to look forward to,
in, say, the next five years of racing on the club level?
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BAKER -Power plant resurgence.
along these lines are that within kicks. Some people haw a ball at ctelphia area. Any comments?
The recent introduction of Ameri- five years we will see four, five or the Sunday gymkhana. Then in HOLBERT - I think it would be
can engines into all sorts of chassis six American cars - I mean com- Arizona the enthusiasts there have
great if the money is available to
is going to make things quite inter- pletely American cars· - that will dune buggies, which they drive up
back such a venture. But that again
esting. You're going to find the be ready for the street, and be and down the desert sand dunes.
is one of the problems we went
boys stuffing all sorts of Chevy, capable of being raced just as are TOP GEAR - Since sports car over here a little while back. I do
Ford and GM engines into any- many of today's European cars.
racing can be a spectator attrac- feel we are overracing in some
thing they can think of, and this
tion, many of the people attending areas of the country. If there is a
will lead to a lot of experimenta- YOUNG - How do you feel the our events are comparative novices good road circuit, even in a popution. A lot of it will be disastrous, professional American drivers are at understanding the ins and outs lated area, you can only expect
of course, but it should be quite enjoying getting into the European of our sport. Do you think the two or three big events in the
type of car? Shifting gears, and so average spectator is influenced by year. And they can be costly to put
interesting to us bystanders.
on?
the race driver when he gets out on on. Just to buy real estate, of
TOP GEAR - But this is nothing
course, and then put in the facilinew. People have been trying to HOLBERT - Well, racing is rac- the highway .again?
marry Detroit power and European ' ing, and I'm sure Foyt, Ruby, WOODY - That's probably a ties for sports cars is impractical.
chassis for some years now, with Ward, Parnelli, Jones, and the rest loaded question but I'd be inter- There has to be a plan to utilize the
ground with other activities more or
little previous success. It just seems of them are enjoying the change. ested in listening !
that 1962 and 1963 were the years If you are a race driver, a profes- HOLBERT - Well, there are no less all year around.
that things panned out. Why is this? sional that is, I don't think it mat- doubt a few people that are in- BAKER - Well, Riverside is an
ters what kind of car you drive.
HOLBERT -We have always had
fluenced, and always one or two outstanding example of that.
There will always be preferences,
good Detroit engines but we never
people
put a black eye on things HOLBERT - That's right. They
of course, but the more variation
have something going on all the
seemed to have a good enough or
you experience the more of a chal- for the rest of us . I can imagine
strong enough chassis to do the
time out there. The track is about
lenge it becomes. Take Foyt, or after a race, though, some people
job. The Lister probably had more
60 miles or so from Los Angeles,
do
put
their
foot
into
it
just
from
Gurney. They have both run all
variety of engines in it than any
about an hour and a quarter drivkinds of cars now, especially the enthusiasm they got at the race.
car before or since, but the Lister's
WOODY Do you think the ing time. A track in the Delaware
Gurney.
problem is that it never handled
Valley would be fine, but for one
Yes, Gurney drives spectator studies a driver's techproperly. Now the newer designs BAKER or two people to go into it could
nique?
be a risky thing; Sometimes it
have the road performance , and so everything from Formula I to stock
it has all worked out. This again cars, and does well in all phases. HOLBERT-I don 't know, I never seems like wishful thinking, and of
thought
about
that.
course the longer it's left to go the
is one of the major progress items YOUNG -Bob, did you ever conBAKER - I think they stud y a more costl y it becomes.
sider running at Indy?
in recent years.
driver uncon sciously. And of YOUNG - Well Watkins Glen is
BAKER - If I had to point at any HOLBERT-Too old, Woody! If I
course, they will note the smoother just about the longest-run course
one thing I'd be inclined to say that had started 20 years ago I be! ieve
drivers from the others, and sub- in terms of time, and that seems
the advent of the compact car had I may have given it a try, and enconsciously they will question why
to be a gold mine. Or so I've heard.
as much to' do with this as anything joyed it, just as the Indy drivers
this is so.
are
now
getting
accustomed
to
else. The GM compacts, for inHOL BERT - I certainly think it
TOP GEAR-Spectator observance should be a good thing if anything
stance, gave us .the small three to changing gears and the new techis a funny thing. At the first Vine- is, yet they are always crying poor.
four liter VS engines. Then there niques they are learning in today's
land divisional of last year I was And the y ha ve been in the racing
modified sports cars.
is the Ford Fairlane unit.
in the stands for a while and I did
TOP GEAR - Can you say if the BAKER - There are many drivers
business longer than anyone else,
overhear a father ,. who had been more successful with crowds and
Ford organization has learned now doing the switch. F ireball
there before, brief his young son, so on , but they haven't put the
anything from the Shelby racing Roberts ran Le Mans with Bob
who had obviously never been
program, Bob?
mone y back into the course where
Grossman , A. J. Foyt did well at
there before. He was telling the at least some of it belongs.
HOLBERT - Well, Ford has put Kent, Washington, then at Nassau
kid what the drivers were doing, BAKER ...:. T he last few times I've
a lot of effort into the project. And he really proved that he has what
and I did notice that the people been to the Glen I thought things
in the Lotus-Ford Indianapolis it takes.
around him were very interested had fallen off.
program I know they took those HOLBERT - A lot of this has
in this since he was at least kn ow!- -engines apart many times and been emphasized in the press, espeedgeable about the actio n He HOLBERT - Yes, I believe they
made many improvements which, cially when an oval driver enters
seemed to impart an emotion to have, and I still think there is no
in the long run, didn't ·cost them a major road race to drive a road
excuse for it. There are so many
the group around him.
any more to run in production. I car. Everyone wants to know what
other courses coming out nowadays
HOLBERT - Now this is where
have heard that there are over 20 he can do with it. Most of them
that a promoter just can't afford to
a
good
announcer
can
make
or
improvements in the 1964 Fairlane do very we ll, considering everysit still.
break th e atmosph ere at a race.
engines due just to the Shelby thing. A driver is a driver, I say.
Unfortunately, there are only a few HOLBERT - From what little I
team lessons.
I have a lot of respect for Foyt
good
sports car announcers and can see, any improvements that
and others, li ke him, when they get
BAKER - I'll go along with that.
you
can
really tell the good ones were made at the Glen the people
Take the recent endurance runs by out on a road course, no question
up there were forced to do, and I
from the rest.
a team of Comets. That is basically about that.
believe that in order to get the
YOUNG
Charlie
Beidler
and
the Fairlane block and compo- TOP GEAR - Bob, you say you
Grand Prix a couple of years ago
myself worked the Reading event they more or -less had to build a
nents, and they did well enough are too old. Would you feel this
last year, and he also handled so-called pit area which turned out
there.
way if you were approached by
Vineland recently. I hear he did a to be nothing. And they still have
the
Langhorne
or
Trenton
people
TOP GEAR - It seems that we
good job there. Actually, I work never made a place to park cars. In
car
on
the
to
drive,
say,
a
stock
are now at the point where · our
more at hillclimbs than anything my estimation abou t a thousand
domestic manufacturers are find- oval, just for the experience?
else.
dollars would go a long way.
ing out that road racing can pay HOLBERT - Oh, possibly. I
HOLBERT - You work more at But .. .
off in technology improvement. would be real interested if I were
chit chat, Woody!
TOP GEAR - So it seems that
This has been done in Europe ten years younger! Especially if
YOUNG -No, I insult drivers! As whatever way you look at it, from
for many years. The most out- this is what I were doing for a liva matter of fact I haven't had a the drivers', the clubs' or the prostanding example perhaps, is the ing. I'm still racing, as a hobby you
chance to insult you recently, moters' standpoints, as much comes
Volkswagen torsion bar front sus- might say, because I really enjoy
Robert!
out of racing as is put into it. Perpension. This was taken directly it. It is too late for me to change
from Porsche's Auto Union cars my whole way of life and try all
TOP GEAR - I suppose you are haps this is something to remember
all aware of recent developments in the future. Thank you for having
of the early '30s and scaled down the other forms of race competition.
with regard to the plans for a been with us to express your views
to fit the smaller car.
racing plant in or near the Phila- in this Conversation Piece.
BAKER - It's like getting your
HOLBERT - Well, my feelings
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The OUTSIDE
The biggest news from the outside world this month must surply
be that concerning the early December meeting in Paris of the
CST, decision-making body of the
FJA, which in turn is the governing
body of motorsport covering international Grand Prix, ·sports car and
rally competition.
And for 1966 it is to be a 3liter limit for Formula I. The trend
of recent years has been to smalldisplacement machinery much to
the detriment of the sport as far
as our European cousins are concerned. The major race events over
there have been comparatively
poorly attended this past couple of
years and the fault of this has been
laid at the door of small, uninteresting-performing cars. This is
somewhat of a paradox, since these
1½-liter machines have been breaking track records wherever they
have run , and there are few absolute records left to the domain of
the previous Formul a cars when
the limit was 2V2 liters.
It is also true th at the drivers
have been interested in seeing an
increase in the capacity of the
engines, since all claimed that the
present cars had to be driven at
the limit of their capabilities most
of the time, and so there was little
margin of power left to fall back
on in an emergency. So for 1966,
everyone should be happy - except possibly the manufacturers
who will now have to develop
new engines for the impending
changeover. Of the major European manufacturers, perhaps Enzo
Ferrari will be the one most to
benefit from the 3-liter limit. His
line of VJ 2 engines of several
sizes just happens to come in a near
3-liter package, and it is certain
that the middle of this decade will
see a resurgence of the prancing
horse.
Certainly one of the benefits to
come out of this decision will be
the fact that there are several
American power units which could
be modified down to the 3-liter
formula. With this possibility in the
offering, it is no long stretch of
the imagination to hope that one
or two Formula cars of purely
American origin will be developed,
and so we might see the US racing
colors assail the fortress of Grand
Prix racing with more than a
tongue-in-cheek prayer of success.
Briefly the new formula calls for
a limit of 3 liters unsupercharged,
or l 1/2 liters supercharged; use of
commercially available fuel will be
called for; minimum weight of
1102.3 lbs. will include oil and
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water but no fuel. This would seem
to indicate that 400 hp. will be a
jumping-off point for the 3-liter
engines; supercharged designs might
hopefully achieve 550 hp. when we
remember that the early '50s' BRM
V 16 design was reported to be
developing at least 500 hp. However it may turn out that nary a
single engine shop or manufacturer
will try the supercharged route,
since present-day normally-aspirated design could probably turn out
a 3 liter engine with less weight
and greater reliability than a blown
unit.
Anyway it seems that the weight
benefits will go with the big threes;
the new cars will be running about
110 pounds heav ier than at present,
and with almost double the power
development they should be spectacularly fast.
One of the detracting points
about the present formula is that
it is small, quiet, and consequently
colorless. With the three liters it
should be small , noisy and emotional. Designs similar to the Lotus
29's which appeared here at
Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Trenton last year will no doubt be the
trend, and these cars could hardly
be said to be anything less than
exciting, notwithstanding
their
small weight and size.
The sleeper in the new GP
formula proposal is the fact that
special consideration has been given
to rotary (Wankel-type) and turbine (Rover and Chrysler) engines.
These units will also be required
to run on commercially available
fuels, however there will at first be
no restriction on capacity limits.
Remember now, the 1963 Le Mans
Rover-BRM turbine car which finished 7th, is rated as a 2 liter car;
so this writer feels that it is only a
matter of time until comparison
curbs are put on rotary I turbine
power units to equate their performance factors with conventional
piston engines. Weight limits will be
imposed, but there has been no
decision on these at this time.
There is so much about Nassau in
this issue that I didn't really have
the heart to belabor those of you
who were not there, with comment
on what went. on. But to review my
own impressions about the racing
( the cocktail parties would be
another feature in themselves!) I
think my most overwhelming impression was that A. J. Foyt is one
hell of a driver. Here is a man who
has been a pro in the full sense of
the word in whatever he has driven.

Three-time National USAC champion; two-time winner of the fabled
Indy 500; mid get star; stock car
race winner, and so on. And now
at the wheel of one of our type of
cars this man goes out and bombs
the heck out of everyone. In his
closing commentary at Nassau Art
Peck said A. J. is The Driver's
Driver. And that just about sums
it up.
Secondary impression felt by myself and a good many others with
whom I spoke, was that Tim
Mayer, of Dalton, Pa ., really drove
the race of his career in spot ting the
little Lotus 238 in with the big
machinery, third overall and first
under 2 liters. Mayer strategized
his way to the top by waiting for
his chances and by being ready to
take them when he saw them available. Certainly a beautiful job of
work done by T im Mayer. Turning
to places on this continent, and in
this country, a letter from a cousin
of mine who lives in the midwest
had news of a very interesting
development out in his neck of the
woods. A column by Bud Vestal,
appearing in the Grand Rapids
Press, M ichigan, I think, outlined
an idea proposed by two businessmen, to uti lize a series of expressway networks for a long-dista nce
road race. Such roads, with their
limited access points could presumably be closed fairly easily and it
seems that the feeling is the public
would not mind too much. This
might be a heck of an idea, because
I for one would be interested to
know just how fast a turnpike,
expressway or what-hwe-you could
be travelled. This probably would
have to be run in an extensive
urban complex, and it is difficult
to see how the spectators would be
situated. But the idea has a grain
there ....
And now for more US manufacturer-participation on the international motoring scene. Chrysler
Corp. will field a three-car team of
Valiants in this month's Monte
Carlo Rally, along with Ford who
will enter a th ree-car Falcon Sprint
team. Since Chrysler is now putting
the compact Valiant in the com-

petitive arena this may mean an end
to the full-size Chrysler cars, the
300's, in national rally competition.
Though we hope not, it would
mean more to Chrysler to point up
the Valiant-sized vehicle in our type
of sport. Now if we can be optimistic, maybe they'll run both 300's
AND Valiants ....
I imagine many of you, a~ I
have, have been asked by unknowing friends if we realized our small
economy or sports cars were' much
more dangerous than say their own
big-sized transportation. Taking a
naturally defensive stance on this
we most likely got into an argumen t about the pros and cons of
brge versus small with regard to
accident statistics. And neither of
us, our unknowing friends or ourselves, really knew if what we
claimed was the truth or not. Now,
in H artford , Conn. , an auto-injury
stud y is being undertaken to
determine which of the two types of
cars, large or small , is the more
potentiall y dangerous in accidents.
For the purpose of drawing a line
here the grouping will be over and
under 300 pounds. T his, possibly,
would seem to work a hardship on
domestic compacts such as the
Corvairs, Falcons, Ramblers, and
others, so it may be that the directors of this study will group the
cars more specifically into make, or
more weight subdivisions . I think
horsepower should be taken into
consideration, because in certain
cases lack of power has been a
contributing factor to serious accidents. A panel of physicians will
survey some 1200 previous accidents involving cars of all sizes and
findings of this survey will be made
public at a later date.
The final word for this month
is that Chevrolet may say they are
out of the racing picture, and it
would only be true in that they do
not actively campaign under their
own signature. But down there in
Nassau the Mecom Team were
served by none other than Corvette
inspiration - man Zora Arkus Duntov. Just shows you can't believe
everything you 're told, now, does
it?
-0.H.C.
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Instead of answering questions
this month, we have eight assorted
bits of information, some of which
you're bound to find useful. We
hope!

TEtH
SPECS

It you have any technical
questions
which
you
would like our panel to
answer, send them to
TOP
GEAR,
Technical
Dept., Box 4&2, Warminster, . Pa.

With
this
issue

1. The problem of keeping wire
wheels looking neat requires considerable work. Gunk, an old
toothbrush, and patience will render the wheels fit for painting. It
isn't necessary to demount the tire
to paint a wheel if the following
trick is used. Get a port-a-wall one
inch larger than the rim size of the
wheel to be painted ( for example,
get a 16" port-a-wall if you're
painting 15" wheels). When the
wheel is clean and ready to paint,
tuck the port-a-wall in around the
edges of the still inflated tire. Tedious masking is avoided and a neat
job will result by using this trick .
Regular floor wax will shine up
black sidewall tires; put a seal on
the job and paint the "Michelin X"
or "Goodyear" with a bitty brush.
2. If you are forgetful about getting gas, an auxiliary container in
the trunk will save you long trudges
through the night. Most satisfactory is an empty plastic C hlorox
bottle, half- or full gallon size.
We've been using the same one for
over a year without a ny sign of
deterioration.
3. A bout the most effective stuff
around to clean carb parts is acetone. It is readily available and
really cuts carbon and gasoline deposits from aluminum parts. Beware of prolonged inhalation of the
vapors or extended contact with
the sk in .
4. An empty plastic squeeze bottle,
such as deodorant comes in, filled
with Windex makes a handy, unbreakable container for windshield
cleaner. Ca rried in the door pocket
or glove compartment, it will encourage you to clean the windshield when it needs it rather than
waiting for the next gas station.
Along with some paper towels, the
bottle will be hand y at the races
for unsmearing grimy race car
windscreens.
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5. MGA Owners - We've met
three different MGA owners who
claim that by merely adding ½"
blocks under their car's seat their
driving comfort improved immensely. The seat layout on an
MGA allows this to be done quite
easily while retaining the fore-and aft seat adjustment.
6. TR-2 & 3 Owners - Should you
become involved in an accident,
even a minor one, your passenger
will thank you for having removed
that chrome grab rail from the
da~hb0ard on the right side. This
handy item is so placed to squarely
catch the passenger in the teeth as
he goes forward into the dash! It
takes but two minutes to remove
this hazard; a considerably longer
period is usually required for the
average passenger to grow in new
teeth .
7. Jaguar Owners-Tf you have an
XK-120, 140 or Mark VIT with
disc wheels, and would like to
change over to 15" rims, Buick
Special ('55-'57) will bolt right on.
Since this wheel is wide r than the
Jag wheel, you won't be able to fit
fender skirts, but according to wh at
we've he ard. the cars handle better
as a result of the cha nge. You m:1y
encounter fender clearance problems on the sports models, where
the springs are often broken or saggin g.
8. E ngli sh sports car owners in
general - If your H ealy-4, Morga n. MGA, Jaguar. etc. is having
bot.hers with the dual 6-volt battery
arrangement. seriouslv consider replacement with a single 12-volt
unit. Often a sin !_' le 12-volt of adequate capci city will fit where one of
the 6-volt units was previousl y,
with only minnr bracket chan .ees.
Even if relocation to the trunk is
req11ired ( as in the case of the
Healey-4). the expense is more
than justified in terms of increased
reliability. While yo u are at it,
scrap those Eng li sh cap-tvpe b?ttery terminal s and replace with
American-style clamps. These little
English horrors are the cause of at
least the electrical problems in cars
so equipped .
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Daflhook
JANUARY
19--Ice Races, Lake Stillwater, Poconos,
Pa. Sprints, 5 Classes.
(717) 646-2727. (12 Noon.)
24-26-Abominable Snowman Rally:
SCCA National.
25-RTMC 10th Ann ual Allnighter
Rally. Connie Goslin
(215) EL 6-1517.
26-Ice Races, Lake Stillwater,
Poconos, Pa. Four-Hour GP of
Endurance. (717) 646-2727.
(12 Noon.)

FEBRUARY
2-Ice Races, Lake Stillwater, Poconos,
Pa. Deep Freeze Little Le Mans and
Sprints. 11 a.m. start.
(717) 646-2727.
8-JSCC Monte Carlo Rally. Bob
Scheurle
(201) 687-3274 or Vic
Franco (201) DE 4-0941.
(Jersey Council #1.)
9-VFMC Shortest Distance Rally.
Jim Abernethy (215) HI 6-6138.
16-BMC Valentin e Rally. George Alderman (302) WY 8-8672.
(Seat belts mandatory)
EPSCC Little Alpine Rally.
Contact unknown .
Daytona FIA/GT Races.
23-Phila. R.-SCCA G:vmkhana. Jack
Thompson (215) TU4-1852.
( First of a new championship
series.)
BLMC Challenger II Rally. Tom
Rees (215 ) 822-9674.
NJ R.-SCCA MMMR Rally.
Mary Anne Bradley (201) 748-1164.

MARCH
I-SJ R.-SCCA March Lion Rally.
Jean Steagall (609) 663-6916.
( PRCA #1.) USRRC #1 Augusta, Ga.
8-VFMC Economy Rally. Jim Abernethy (215) HI 6-6138.
15-BMC Shad Moon Rally. George
Alderman (302) WY 8-8672.
(PRCA #2.)
BSCC Twist Rally. Paul Ely
(215) 348-5320.
21-Sebring 12 Hour GP of Endurance.
21-22-Phila. R .-SCCA Driver's School.
Horace Ott (215) OS 5-J:804.
22-RTMC Rallv. Jim Ridenour
(215) NI 4-8575.
DVSCC March Hare Rally. Gerry
Do'lO"an ( 302) 736-6549.
NFSCC RalJy. Bob Chambers
(609) 877-8235.

will appear 10 times a year!!
Subscribe NOW - only $2.50
for complete news coverage of
motorsport events in Delaware Valley.
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BUY SELL SWAP
FOREIGN CAR PARTS!!
24-hc. delivery. $150,000 inventory of
engine, body, electrical. Ali models
English,
German,
Italian,
French,
Swedish, All factory original. Shop &
hand manuals. Rebuilt engines available. Exchange basis or outright.

COUNTY CARS, INC.
295 E. Boltlmore Ave., Medic,, Pa.
Authorized dealers for
TRIUMPH
PORSCHE
ALFA-ROMEO
FIAT
LANCIA
BMW

CLASSIFIED ADS will be accepted at the rate of
10¢ per word, minimum $2.00. Payment should
accompany your ad copy, checks or money order
payable to Constan Inc.; no stamps. Cuts, $2.00
per picture, maximum s.ize Sx7 glossy black and
white print- non-returnable. DEADLINE:- 18th
of preceding month. No charge for box numbers;
mail forwarded twice a month.

SERVICE after the Sale could mean the
difference! See Bill Yeager at Wild
Bill's Trading Post, 901 New Holland
Rd., Reading, Pa. (215) 777-6597.

THE SPORTING SEDAN par excellenceCortina GT. See it now at Carson-Pettit, 214 W. Lancaster Ave., Devon, Pa.
(215) 687-1500.

TR3 Top, tonneau cover, side curtains;
good condition.
Best offer. Wally
Landes (215) BR 5-0406.

1962 SAAB Sedan, 96 series; superb
condition; safety belts, warranty on
engine; $1250. (215) CE 6-0715 on
weekends or write Allen Rosenberg, 10
East River Drive, Phil □. 30, Pa.

CURTA Calculators-Special sale this
month only! See our ad on Page 9.
King Automotive. (215) GR 3-6201.

(215) LO 6-8500

WANTED-Detachable
Hardtop
for
1963 Stingray; preferably red. (215)
CH 7-6346.

VOLVO-for our special deals this
month only on either the Pl 800 or
P 1800s Coupe Models see our ad on
Page 3. Motor-Sport Enterprises, 3402
Market St., Wilmington, Delaware.

FORD & COBRA Tuning Clinic, Dynamometer Service. East Coast's largest
authorized sales and service center for
America's newest sports car. Cobras on
display. Broad Motors, 600 N. Broad
St., Philo., Pa. (215) CE 6-7500.

MIDWINTER GARAGE CLEARANCEGearbox and driveshaft for TR-eC1gined
Morgan, 5000 miles only, $60; Bolt-in
roll-bar for 444-544 Volvo, $30; one
only- 5.50-5.90 Goodyear Bluestreak
T-4 with HD tube, as new, $25; Morgan +4 speedo and tach heads, both
rebuilt, both $20. Harry Reyn o lds, Pottstown RD2, Pa. (215) HO 9-9125
(-evenings only).
MOTORSPORT HA VERTOWN is the East
Coast's largest Economy and Sports Car
Center. See our ad inside the front
cover - your
enthusiasm
is
worth
money!! Motor-Sport, 51 0 Westchester
Pike, Havertown, Pa. Triumph, Volvo,
Renault, Peugeot. (215) HI 9-2400.
TR3 factory Steel hardtop with brackets; excellent condition. Also right
side curtain; brand new. W. J. Keating

(215) Fl 2-8573, 10 p.m.
INDIANAPOLIS-One-day flying trip to
the 1964 500-Mile Memorial Day Classic. See the TGBC ad on Page 21.
FORMULA VEE-1964 SCCA specifications allow the aerodynamically attractive and technically sound Autodynamics Formula Vee. Don't be on the
short end of a direct comparison. Get
complete details on Autodynamics Formula Vee kits or complete cars. Call or
write Ron Miller; 27 Omaha Ave., Rockaway, N.J. Phone: (201) OA 7-2115.

RALLY PLAQUES--At a price your club
can afford! Not merely printed, but
PHOTOENGRAVED!. Extremely durable,
smart~especially designed for you by
craftsme.n; in silver or gold finish, with
colors. INFORMATION-SAMPLES. Conrad Company, P.O. Box 6205 Philo.
36, Pa.

HOLMES THORP, INC., now in Fort
Washington, Pa. See o ur ad on Page 20.
BMC Competition Accessories, plus
many other quality lines. (215) Ml 69450.

l1AELLI
WHOLESALE -

RETAIL

DI TOMASO Formula Jr.-5 speed, rear
engine; many spare parts and trailer.
Ready to go. Best Offer. A•N•E Simco
Sales, 1313 West Chester Pike (Milltown), West Chester, Pa. (215) 6923524.
CORVETTE HQs, Delaware ValleyNorton Chevrolet - Large stock of new
& used. Complete inventory of high
performance equipment incl. fiberglass
parts. Specially trained
mechanics.
Norton Chevrolet, 6800 Rising Sun Av.,
Philo., Pa. (215) Pl 5-0600.
SERVICE your VW at the largest shop
in the East. Pitcairn VW, Rte. l,
Morrisville, Pa. (215) WI 5-6010.
A•N•E Simca Soles & Service-Authorized Dealer. New Simco 1000 an display.
Foreign and Sports Car Service with
Complete Technical Application. 1313
West Chester Pike (Milltown), West
Chester, Pa. (215) 692-3524.

I

GEORGE C. REINOEHL

VOLKSWAGE.N Service in Burlington
8038 Ge•mantown Ave.
County - See R. F. Willis & Son, Rte.
1957 PORSCHE Sunroof coupe, Volks-1
Philadelphia 18, Pa.
130, Burlington, N.J. (609) DU 6-0084
wagen powered; good condition; make
(21 5) CH 7- l 31 ]
offer or will trade for SAAB. Call Rich-~---------------+--~~~~:":"""":-"":':":":=:"::"':'-:=::-:":~ard Walker, (215) LE 2-6647.
FOREIGN & AMERICAN
CLAYTON CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER
CAR SERVICE
for Precision Tuning, Power or Economy
TRIUMPH race preparation, authorized
sales and service. Scuderia, Inc. Hackensack, N.J. (201) HU 7-7323.

C. VICTOR RICHARDS

JOHN KO EC K'S

1939 MERCURY Sedan classic; one
owner; concours condition. $500. Burling ton Bridge Studebaker, Route 130
(sou t h), Burlington, N.J. (609) DU 63234 .
GENERATOR and starter problems can
be c u re d at Bu rl ington Generator &
Starter Co . All models European equipment rebu il t o r exchanged. (609) DU 62299.
$20,000 INVENTORY of BMC, Jaguar,
Triumph parts, inc :uding Lucas, Payen,
etc.; will sell or cons ider trade on car,
any type inclu di ng Mod ified or Formula. Jaguar MK V II for sale, $150.
WRK Works, Bi ll Kn epsh ield (302) 3680593. Or write 46 Lynn Dr., Newark,
Delaware.

LE_ MANS 24 HOURS, French Grand
Prtx, European Grand Pr ix, plus 24
wonderful days in Europe. $578 per
person. TGBC members check Page 21.
FORMULA VEE-'63 engine and trans.;
balanced and polished; 3 races, beautiful; sturdy trailer. $2200 . Bill Brannan
(215) OL 9-9182 or Dave Ely (215) EL
6-9420.

Enter me as a subscriber for one year (10 issues)
of TOP GEAR. My check/ money order for $2.50
is enclosed.
(All checks/ money orders should be made payable to TOP GEAR).
Name ____~ - - - - - - - - - - - - Address:_--'--- -- - - -- - - - ~ -

KEMBLESVILLE, PA.

Tuneup Centre Serving Imports & Sports
DYNAMOMETER hourly terms.

MADISON, N.J.

6 miles North (Rte 896)
of Newark, Del.
· (215) 255-4868

(201) FR 7-6661

Stockton

BERNIE'S
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

_(215)
TU 4-1690

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
on

Major & Minor Repain
all Foreign & Sports Can

855-6495

Rte. 309
Montgomeryville, Pa.

Race Preparation & Coventry
Climax Specialists

1907 Susquehanna Ave.,
l\.bingto~, Pa.

I

REAR
ENGINE

DADO'S
FOREIGN

SPECIALIST

I

(215)

Foreign & Sports Car Specialist

SCHAAF'S CARS

CAR

Body Work - Painting

SERVICE

(609) WO4-2399 4570
Rte. 130

26 E. Camden Ave.
Moorestown,N.J.
(609) 235-7234

Crescent Blvd.
Camden, N.J.

AMERICAN & FOREIGN
CAR SPECIALIST
,

SCHUCK S GARAGE
ANTON SCHUCK
RICHARD A. SCHUCK
(609) EX7-0996
STOCKTON
NEW JERSEY
IMPORTED AUTO ASSOCIATES
PARTS AND SERVICE
COMP E T IT ION PREPARATION

J

C

er

'

H $AVE $UM

~ ~

30th. and River Road, Camden, N.

J.

Foreign Car Service a Specialty
JACK POVICH
HANK KNOWLES

Phone
365-9684

VIKEN FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE

ACCESSOR I ES

Specializing in Foreign and
Sports Cars

152 Woodrow Ave. (Rear)
Sinking Spring, Pa. (215) 678- 3233

AUTHORIZED
DEALER
Phone (609)
6030 Crescent Blvd.
655-3059 Rt. 130 Pennsauken,N.J.

SAAB

GYMKMANA SLEEPER - 1962 Karmann Ghia Cabriolet with custom
installed 1963 Porsche Super engine; Porsche wheels, luggage rack,
radio, red leatherette, white with white nylon top; Immaculate; 800
miles on engine.
H OL BERT' S GARAGES

Mail to TOP GEAR, Box 482, Warminster, Pa.

Route 611 , Warr ington, Pa.

(2 15) DI 3-1600

•

•

. the Go-anywhere Car

"That's what my Daddy says, and it's 'cos the SAAB has something called front-wheel-drive. We don't
even have snow tires on our new SAAB and this winter Daddy hasn't said any bad words at all! This makes
my Mommy very happy 'cos she doesn't like Daddy to say those bad things. In fact she says we'll always
have a SAAB - it's really the Go Anywhere Car, what with its front-wheel-drive and 24 month/24,000mile written warranty on the engine, transmission and differential. Why don't you get your Daddy to test
drive a SAAB now?"

CLEWS BOAT & AUTO CENTRE
310 Lancaster Pike
Malvern, Pa.
(215) NI 4-3529

SPORTUNE ASSOCIATES
Route 422
Sanatoga, Pa.
(215) FA 6-4741

ED ROTH & SON
North Delsea Drive
Glassboro, N. J.
(609) TU 1-3211

TAYLOR MOTORS
Route 611
Ottsville, Pa.
(215) 847-5511

HOW-LOU MOTORS
Highway 36
East Keensburg, N. J.
(201) 787-4585

SPORTS CAR SERVICE
840 N. French St.
Wilmington, Del.
(302) OL 8-3578

VICTOR SPORTS CARS
1512 Belfield Ave.
(one black W. of Broad & Wyoming)
Philadelphia, Pa.
(215) DA 9- 0603

AFIAT
NEW
TOTHE U.S.

The new Fiat 1500 Spider body's by Pininfarina.
Electrifying to the eye at a standstill or in
flight. She is almost sure to whisper-"Take me,
hold me, in your Spider's web!"
You live high in the brand new Fiat 1500 Spider
without feeling like a wastrel. From zero to 60
in a wink-four speeds and reverse. Bucket seats,
disc brakes, every accessory, luxury.
DETAILS for THE TRUE BUFF. Polyspheric combustion cham•
bers mean better compr"ession ratios and improved overall distribu
tion of stresses. Two-barrel Weber Carburetor, inclined OHV
system assure full power output. Constant meshing in second and
third, synchronizing in second. third and top speed. Unibody con-.
struction. Front disc brakes. finned drum rear brakes with self•
centering shoes-fast, smooth action.

BEDMINSTER, N. J.
Walt Hansgen Jaguar
Cars, Inc.

(20 I) 234-2323

DOVER, DEL.

Holden & Mundy

640 S. Governors Ave.
(302) 734-5708

LANGHORNE, PA.

Bob Yates Foreign Cars

I 222 E. Lincoln Hwy. (Rte. 1l
(215) WI -3-2300
Philo. OR 3-4540

MEDIA, PA.

County Cars, Inc.

295 E. Baltimore Ave.
(215) LO 6-9500
Phila.-GR 4-5146

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
George C. Reinoehl

8038 Germantown Ave.
(215) CH 7-1311

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Plachter Imports

I 4 I 9 Spring Garden St.
(215) LO 7-5930

